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amont-Doherty Earth Observatory, the largest component in the Columbia Earth
Institute and arguably the organization that
singlehandedly laid the scientific foundation
for creating the Earth Institute, celebrated
its 50th anniversary this year. Since its founding
in 1949, the Observatory has been at the forefront of virtually every major discovery in
the earth sciences. For example, LamontDoherty scientists provided the framework for
the theory of plate tectonics, created the first
computer model to predict El Niño, and discovered that the Earth’s core is spinning faster than
the planet itself.
In a tribute to the Observatory’s Jubilee,
the Earth Institute, together with the Vetlesen
Foundation, the Doherty Foundation, the
Schlumberger Foundation, Graphic Image, Inc.,
and the Lamont Advisory Board, hosted a conference on the State of the Planet on November
15-16, 1999. Held in the Rotunda of Low
Library on Columbia’s Morningside Heights
campus, the Conference brought national leaders
in science, public policy, business, journalism
and even poetry together with Lamont-Doherty
scientists to assess not only changes in and on
the Earth and its environment but also the
impacts of these changes. This issue of
EARTHmatters, which contains papers prepared
by the speakers at the State of the Planet
Conference, is devoted to the scientific, public
policy, and human issues discussed in the meeting. In the words of Robert Hass, the former

Poet Laureate of the United States, who read a
poem prepared for the occasion, participants
in the Conference spoke to “the riddle we have
to interpret,/the future we have to answer to.”

The Conference consisted of four halfday sessions, each focused on a different aspect
of the impacts of changes in and on the planet:
Living in Earth’s Changing Climate; Living in a
Human-dominated Biosphere; Living with Finite
Natural Resources; and Living with Natural

Hazards. Participants in the Conference, in
addition to the speakers whose papers are featured here, included William F. Baker, President
of WNET, Cornelia Dean, Science Editor of The
New York Times, Ira Flatow, host of National
Public Radio’s “Science Friday,” and Joan
Konner, Dean Emerita of Columbia University’s
Graduate School of Journalism. These four
moderated the sessions, which were carried
live on www.earthscape.com. 4
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by Robert Hass

THE

PLANET
On the
occasion of the 50th
anniversary
of the
Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory
Berkeley, California

1.

October on the planet at the century’s end.
Fresh gusts of Pacific wind, on a hillside
On the California coast, are battering a huge,
Scaly, green-black, shank-needled Himalayan cedar,
One of the ancients of the earth, which rocks
As if it were amused. Beneath it, copper-leaved
And sculptural, a Japanese plum. Not Japanese
And not a plum, it doesn’t seem to mind its name.
Leaves shivering, it struts and dances in the wind.
Beneath it, a schoolgirl—one of the six billion
Of her hungry and curious kind—buffeted,
Hair flying, negotiates a painted crosswalk,
Gait as elegant and supple as the young
Of any of earth’s species. The red satchel
On her quite straight back contains a book,
Dog-eared, full of instructive illustrations,
With a title like Getting To Know Your Planet.
That book will tell her that the earth this month
Has yawed a little distance from the sun,
And that the air, cooling, has begun to move,
As sensitive to temperature as skin is
To a lover’s touch. (We call this restlessness
The wind.) It will also tell her that the air—
It’s likely to say the troposphere—has trapped
Emissions from the cars, idling like mine
While she crosses, and is making a greenhouse
Of the atmosphere. The book will say that climate
Is complicated, that we may be doing this, and if
We are, it may explain that this was something
That we did quite accidentally, which she can
Understand, not meaning to have spilled the milk.
She’s one of those who’s only hungry metaphorically.
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2.

Poetry ought to be able to comprehend the earth,
To set aside, from time to time, its natural idioms
Of ardor and revulsion, and say in a style as sober
As the Latin of Lucretius, who reported to Lady Venus
On the state of things two thousand years ago—
“It’s your doing that under the wheeling constellations
Of the sky,” he wrote, “all nature teems with life”—
Something of the earth beyond our human dramas.
Topsoil: going fast. Rivers: dammed and fouled.
Cod: about fished out. Haddock: about fished out. Pacific salmon
Nosing against dams from Yokahama to Kamchatka
To Seattle and Portland, flailing in their rage to breed.
Most of the ancient groves are gone, sacred to Kuan Yin
And to Artemis, sacred to the gods and goddesses
In every picture book of myths she’s apt to read.
The book will try to tell her what life is, give her
The amazement of it. Flung off from the sun.
A molten core still pouring rivers of black basalt
Across the earth sometimes from the old fountains
Of its origin. The long cooling. The unexpected, essentially
Miraculous bacterium infused with a green pigment
That broke down carbon dioxide gases, took in the carbon,
Turned it into sugar, gave off molecules of oxygen
The child on her way to school is breathing,
And so bred life. Something then about the double helix
Of the dna. And consciousness, how it came to be
And write the book she’s reading. How some almost-biped
Mammal stopped suddenly, looking at stars so bright they seem
To creak, and made the wondering gutteral, “Gha” or “Urth”
To say, “Where am I? I am here.” or “I am here. Where am I?”

3.

Somewhere in the book there may be photographs of fossils.
If she lived in Michigan, or the Ukraine, not California, she’d
Find, in this same storm, fossil limestone of Devonian corals
Washed up on a beach, and study the faint white markings—
She might have to lick the stone, if the wind is drying it
Even as she holds it, to bring the picture back
Of what a million years ago life was: a honeycomb with mouths.

4.

Lucretius, we have grown so clever that a mechanic
Learned in natural philosophy has taken the gene
For luminescence from a jellyfish and put it into mice.
If you extinguish the oil lamp, they give off greenish light.
An artist in Chicago—think of it as a lively trading city
In Dacia or Thracia—has asked to be taught the method
So he can market a breed of dog that glows in the dark.

5.

No use to rail against our curiosity and greed.
They keep us awake. Greed is the appetite for life
And is, for all its furious urgency, compatible
With intelligent restraint. In the old paintings
Of the Italian Renaissance they made of it
An allegory and a dance: appetite for life
Meets chaste restraint, and the result is beauty.
The dance resembles wheeling constellations.
That’s where science and poetry come in. To keep
Alive our sense of wonder at the earth itself
And at its teeming life. To be the pause of wonder,
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In which an alert caution might grow up,
Even humility or reverence. What is not compatible
With restraint is greed dressed up as rationality,
Especially under television lights. You’ve heard
The speeches in all the diets and congresses
On earth; it will drive out every time the beauty
Forethought gives our species. One would like to think
Beauty moves the IMF, that the black-and-white flash
Of a flock of buntings in October wind, headed south
Toward winter habitat, would find that the December fields
Their kind has known and mated in for thirty centuries
Or more, were still intact, that they will not go
The way of the long-billed arctic curlews who flew
From Newfoundland to Patagonia in every weather,
And are gone now from the kinds on earth. The last of them
Seen by any human alit in a Texas marsh in 1964.
It will tell her that the gleaming appliance
That kept her milk cold in the night, was made
With chloroflourocarbons, that they react with ozone,
Have eaten a hole above the tropopause where oxygen
Makes the ozone out of ultraviolet light. It will
Not, unless I’m much mistaken, tell her that,
Whenever there’s a flash flood in Washington, D.C.
Storm drains disgorge the excrements of senators
Into the slow river which flows past housing projects,
Underfunded schools where the young pledge allegiance
And are taught to read Getting to Know Your Planet.

6.

She leans a little in the wind. As if she were a mariner.
The earth and its heated atmosphere, its cargo
Of everything alive, is swimming in a sea we hardly understand
Our own primitive astronomical maps of. The young know this story
From the disaster films they flock to see. Because we’re humans,
There’s always a love story in it somewhere,
Even as the ship goes down. In fact, we are capable
Of sending the ship down to intensify the story,
To sweeten the honey with which we fling our species
Out ahead of us. Let the children have their movies.
Our problem, mother of all life, of what Lucretius called
’The shining sunlit world,’ is to feed them and to inhabit
The pause of wonder in which foresight might give back
Its human beauty to the earth of many things. Blessings
On the ship. Terror for the ship, and pity for it
And its hapless crew. For her, standing at the prow,
Our lucky charm, and hope, and heiroglyph,
The riddle we have to interpret, the future we have to answer to.

From the Secretary-General
of the United Nations

It is with great pleasure that I send my warmest greetings to the State-of-the-Planet
Conference, being held in celebration of the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory’s fiftieth
anniversary. Over the past fifty years, the Observatory has been a part of most of the
major discoveries and advances in Earth science. Its achievements stand out in its field.
A State-of-the-Planet conference at this point in time is very appropriate, not only to
mark the Observatory’s own milestone, but also as part of our general reflection on the
human condition as we approach the millennial milestone. It is a time to take stock of the
past and look towards the future.
Just as the work of the Observatory encompasses the entire planet, so do environmental issues affect everyone in the world. Problems such as climate change, natural
hazards, and humankind’s impact on the environment are transnational ones that concern

There may be photographs of pools of oil — the blood
Of the rainbow boa in the old stories of la selva —
Where the great trees housed the ten thousand kinds
Of beetle, reptiles no human eye has ever seen
Changing color on the hot, green, unchanging leaves
Whenever a faint breeze stirs them, above
An understory of bromeliads and orchids whose wombOr mouth-like flowers are the shape of desire
In human dreams. And butterflies, larger than her palms
Held up to catch a ball or ward off fear. Along the river
Wide-leaved banyans where flocks of noisy parrots, fruit-eaters
And nut-eaters, rise in successive blue and yellow flares.
It will seem like poetry forgetting its promise of sobriety
To say that the rosy shinings in the thick brown current
Are dolphins leaping, where oil spills from the bank.

everyone. They may even affect international peace and security. From every point of
view, they are of the highest concern to the United Nations.
Robert Hass was Poet Laureate of the United
States from 1995 to 1997. His books of poetry
include Field Guide, Praise and Human

Already, we have made severe inroads into the Earth’s natural resources. We must

Wishes. He also received the National Book

ensure that future development is sustainable, and that the depleted resources are

Critics Circle Award for his book of essays,

replenished. The research conducted at places like your Observatory will be invaluable in

Twentieth Century Pleasures. Mr. Hass teaches

helping us to do this.

at the University of California, Berkeley, and is
editor of the poetry periodical, The Essential
Haiku. Mr. Hass created this poem for LamontDoherty Earth Observatory’s 50th anniversary.

Kofi A. Annan
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SESSION ONE:

Living in
Earth’s
Changing
Climate
Some slightly

paraphrased sound bites
from Session One of the
State of the Planet
Conference.

Wally Broecker
I started in the global warming business in 1975, but since that time the gap between what we
know and what we need to know in order to understand climate has been growing, rather than
shrinking. What we do know, however, is that climate can and does switch quickly from one quantum
state to another in a matter of decades. That’s not a dragon we should want to poke.

Richard Lindzen
History shows that a reigning scientific consensus, such as the role of so-called greenhouse gases
in global warming, is often wrong, and can in fact become dogma that impedes scientific advance.
Reductions in these impediments to scientific inquiry may well prove to be more important than reductions in global carbon emissions.

Jim Hansen
Interesting problems like global warming are complicated and our tools are imperfect, but that
doesn’t mean that we can’t make reliable forecasts of future climate. I believe that the coming decade
will be the warmest in the history of the U.S.. But the bottom line is, I can’t predict what climate will be
like in 100 years, because it’s not a physical sciences problem . . . it’s a social sciences problem.

Sheri Rowland
We are four years into the total ban on CFCs and are seeing some positive results. Still, the
momentum of ozone depletion will carry well through the coming century. Ironically, we create ozone
where we don’t want it (smog) and destroy it where we need it (the upper atmosphere).

Gale Christianson
Some would argue that the El Niño year of 1998 represents the template for our future climate,
one characterized by wild swings and violent storms. Most scientists agree that global warming due to
greenhouse gases is a problem, and that if we are even 70 percent sure of it, that’s reason enough to
take action now.

Editor’s note: All of the sound bites throughout this issue were crafted by Kurt Sternlof,
Senior Science Writer at the Columbia Earth Institute.

by W. S. Broecker

Poking the Angry Beast
B

y adding greenhouse gases to the atmosphere we are nudging the
Earth’s climate system. Atmosphere-ocean simulations suggest that
the response to this nudge will be a steady intensifying global warming whose magnitude will reach 3 or so degrees centigrade by the
end of the 21st century. While freely admitting that there remains a
sizable error associated with model-based estimates of the magnitude of
the warming and also that reliable regional details are as yet lacking,
almost all atmospheric scientists accept the model-based prediction that,
if we continue along our business-as-usual track, a significant warming
will surely occur. There is, however, one prominent detractor who is
convinced that one critical element common to all the simulations is
seriously flawed, namely, their prediction that the water vapor content of
the entire atmosphere will rise in proportion to the increase in the sea
surface vapor pressure resulting from the warming. As water vapor constitutes the most powerful component of the atmosphere’s greenhouse
capacity, this creates a positive feedback which leads to a two- to threefold amplification of the primary warming resulting from the additional
CO2, CH, CFCs. . . alone. MIT’s Richard Lindzen is convinced that rather
than increasing with rising global temperatures, the water vapor content of the air descending over
the planet’s desert regions will decrease and that the magnitude of this decrease will be large enough
to compensate for the primary warming. Based on his qualitative reasoning, Lindzen states with complete confidence that no warming will occur. Because Lindzen’s message is music to the ears of
industrialists and their congressional allies, it receives nearly equal attention to the cautionary warnings coming from hundreds of other scientists.
I am a member of a smaller subgroup who fears that the response to a major warming
may not be linear. Rather, at some point the warming may trigger a reorganization of the Earth’s
climate system. We know from records kept in polar ice and rapidly accumulating sediment that such
alternate states exist. We also know through the counting of annual layers in cores from Greenland’s
ice cap that transitions from one of these states to another were accomplished in three to four
decades and that during these transitions climate flickered much as fluorescent lights do when first
turned on. The impacts of these changes in state were very large and global in extent.
I believe that these reorganizations were triggered from below, i.e., by changes in the pattern
of the major ocean current systems. It turns out that there exists a large-scale interaction between the
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ocean and atmosphere. The geography of surface temperature, of wind regimes and of mountain
ranges leads to net transports of water vapor from one place to another on our planet. Polar regions
receive more water as precipitation and river runoff than they lose via evaporation. The consequent
dilution of the salt content of polar surface waters counters the enhancement of density created by
the cold temperature. Water evaporated from the Atlantic Ocean finds its way to the Pacific. This
tends to enrich the salt content of surface waters in the Atlantic and deplete it in those in the Pacific,
allowing deep water to form in the northern Atlantic but not in the northern Pacific.

But why do we use these lessons from the past as the basis for concern for the future? The
reason is that were the planet to warm by several degrees, then not only would polar surface waters
become warmer but the associated enhanced transport of water vapor via the atmosphere would
cause a reduction in polar salinity. Eventually the ocean would respond by reorganizing its circulation. In the past, these reorganizations were accompanied by very large (during glacial time) and
moderate (during interglacial time) global climate changes. Thus, were another reorginization to
occur, a sizeable response would be expected. Of course, if Richard Lindzen’s prediction proves to
be correct, there will be no greenhouse warming and hence no threat to the ocean’s thermohaline
circulation. I wish that I could share in his confidence in this regard. But I can’t. Instead, I’m worried. 4
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the present interglacial, Greenland’s climate has been highly unstable.
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Evidence is mounting that the ocean’s large-scale so-called thermohaline circulation is at the
root of the 1500-year cycle. One piece of evidence in support of this conclusion is that there is one
part of the world, the continent of Antarctica, whose millennial duration climate changes are clearly
antiphased with respect to those for the rest of the planet. An obvious explanation is that a seesaw
exists between deep water formation in the northern Atlantic and deep water formation in the
Southern Ocean. An exciting discovery by Gary Clow of the U.S. Geological Survey that Antarctica was
3 degrees centigrade colder during the Medieval Warm than during the Little Ice Age led me to propose that deep water formation in the Southern Ocean was much stronger during the Little Ice Age
than now (Broecker et al., 1999). In this way, I could explain the apparent inconsistency of CFC
inventory in the deep Southern Ocean which requires weak deep water formation during the last
couple of decades and the distribution of radiocarbon which requires strong deep water formation
over the last deep sea ventilation cycle (i.e., the last ~800 years).

The magnitude of the depletion in “heavy” oxygen in the ice recovered from a 3-kilometer-long boring made
at Greenland’s summit provides a proxy for changing air temperature. As can be seen, except for

SEA ICE (months/yr)

My colleague, Gerard Bond, has made the important discovery that the pattern of transport of
ice-rafted debris in the northern Atlantic undergoes a 1500-year cycle and that this cycle has been operative during both times of glaciation and of interglaciation (Bond et al., 1997). Its most recent manifestation was the Medieval Warm (800 to 1200 A.D.) Little Ice Age (1350 to 1870 A.D.) climate oscillation.

Grove, J. M., The Little Ice Age, Methuen,
London, and New York, 1988.

ICE FRONT RETREAT (km)

The salt content differences created by atmospheric transport of water vapor must be compensated by transports of salt through the sea. In other words, salt must move from the warm regions of the
planet to polar regions and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Were the ocean at steady state, these transports would just balance the gains and losses of fresh water. But as the ocean has a number of alternate
routes by which this might be accomplished, it is not necessary that a single steady state exist. Rather, it
is possible that the ocean acts as an oscillator in which salt inequities build until they trigger a reorganization of currents. While this new pattern will tend to alleviate the density differences created by the
inequities in salt distribution, it will at the same time create others. Hence, an oscillation.

Broecker, W. S., A recent slowdown of deep
water formation in the Southern Ocean? Science,
286, 1132-1135, 1999.
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Dr. Broecker can be contacted at:
Room 14 Geochemistry,
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory,
61 Route 9W,

The Little Ice Age: As summarized by Grove (1988), the relatively mild conditions in the region around the
northern Atlantic during the Medieval Warm period underwent a deterioration during the 13th and 14th centuries A.D. One victim of this cooling was the Viking colony in Greenland. Because grain could no longer be
grown and the northern sea ways became clogged with ice, it had to be abandoned. Conditions are thought
to have remained generally cold until late in the 19th century when, as shown in the above diagram, the sea
ice surrounding Iceland began to wane and the glaciers in the European Alps began a sustained retreat.
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Palisades, NY 10964-8000.
Phone 914 365 8413;
Fax 914 365 8169.
email broecker@ldeo.columbia.edu

by Richard S. Lindzen

Climate:
PROBLEM SOLVING AND ITS IMPEDIMENTS
“Physical science in our day lies beyond the intellectual grasp of most men ... This exclusion of most of us from the mode of
thought which is habitually said to be the characteristic achievement of the modern age is bound to be experienced
as a wound given to our intellectual self-esteem. About this humiliation we all agree to be silent; but can we doubt that it has its
consequences, that it introduces into the life of mind a significant element of dubiety and alienation which must be taken into
account in any estimate that is made of the present fortunes of mind?”
Lionel Trilling Mind in the Modern World, New York 1973 pp. 13-14.

W

ith these quotes in mind, let us consider some of the impediments to problem solving in contemporary science.
Calder already mentions the insidious reliance on consensus. However, there are two
others that most of us recognize:
1. The organization of science into
large programs, and
2. The requirement by funding agencies that research follow identifiable
lines judged by peer review.

“Relevant lessons from the history of the natural sciences are, in a nutshell:
1. The prevailing consensus in a discipline is usually wrong,b because new
discoveries will overtake it.
2. The consensus often delays those discoveries, by inertia if not by outright
opposition.
3. As a result, the revolutionary discoveries often come from outsiders, not
considered to be experts.
4. Scientists never learn from history.” Nigel Calder, science writer
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These last two serve to cast the “reliance on consensus” in concrete; similarly,
without these last two items, the first item
would not matter as much. In an important
sense, Trilling’s observation forms a psychological subtext for all three impediments,
especially when one realizes that humanists
and historians are not alone in the pain of
incomprehension.
The elevation of consensus to dogma,
and the growth of bureaucratic control, the
replacement of theory by model simulations,
the replacement of (real not computer)
experiments by observational programs, all
represent, I would suggest, a societal
response to the pain described by Trilling.
Saul Bellow noted that “A great deal of
intelligence can be invested in ignorance

when the need for illusion is deep.” Perhaps,
the current illusion is that science is easily
understood and managed by everyone.
All scientists above a certain age, have,
from their personal experience, favorite examples of what we might call “pre-impediment”
scientific achievements. My own is the discovery
of how the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) of
the tropical lower stratosphere works. Here,
the prevailing winds blow from east to west
with speeds of about 20 m/s (about 40 mph)
for about a year, and then reverse and blow
from west to east with speeds of about 30 m/s
(about 60 mph) for about another year. The
average periodicity is 26 months, and it is this
period rather than periods of 1 year or six
months which dominates the circulation of the
lower tropical stratosphere. The disturbance
appears to be propagating downwards.
In his classic monograph, The Nature
and Theory of the General Circulation of the
Atmosphere (W.M.O., 1967, p. 10), Ed Lorenz
(sometimes referred to as the father of chaos
theory) refers to this phenomenon as follows:
“Indeed, we are continually encountering new
features whose existence we had not anticipated from years of familiarity with the governing
laws. One of the more spectacular of these is
the recently discovered 26-month or quasi-biennial oscillation... There now exists an extensive literature on the subject, but we still are
awaiting a satisfactory explanation which is not
surprising when we recall that even the trade
winds and the prevailing westerlies at sea-level
are not completely explained.”
The first attempts at solution were quite
strange in retrospect. Suggestions tended to
focus on identifying natural antecedents for the
periodicity (the fifth harmonic of the sunspot
cycle, the gestation period of elephants, distorted subharmonics of the annual cycle). There
were even attempts to relate the periodicity to
the chemical relaxation time for ozone photochemistry. However, within a year of Lorenz’s

manuscript, the currently accepted explanation
was published. It involved the synthesis of a
number of seemingly disparate results discovered
over the previous eight years. (A review of the
history can be found in Lindzen, 1987, Bull.
Amer. Met. Soc., 68, 329-337.)
Norwegians Arnt Eliassen and Enok Palm
had, in 1961, discovered that vertically propagating gravity waves transferred momentum. In
1966, in a study of atmospheric tides, I discovered that long period waves which could not
propagate vertically in middle latitudes, could
propagate as internal gravity waves sufficiently
close to the equator. This provided the basis for
the explanation by Matsuno in Japan in 1966
and me in 1967 of the equatorially trapped
short period (4-15 days) waves observed by
Yanai and Maruyama in Japan in 1966 and
Wallace and Kousky in the U.S. in 1968. In the
meantime, the geophysical fluid dynamicists,
Booker and Bretherton in the UK in 1967 had
demonstrated that the momentum carried by
gravity waves would be deposited in the ambient flow near levels where the mean flow and
wave phase speed coincided, and the American
meteorologists, Wallace and Holton in 1968
had determined that only a momentum source
that actually followed the QBO could account
for the oscillation. It was my good fortune to
realize that the Booker-Bretherton mechanism
applied to the observed equatorially trapped
waves would provide the requisite momentum
source (actually in ignorance of the WallaceHolton result), and in a paper by myself and
Holton in 1968, we showed that the new mechanism when inserted into the Wallace-Holton
model produced the QBO quite realistically.
The incoherent jumble of dates reflects the
rapidity of work and communication as well as
the vagaries of the publication process. Within
a few years, Plumb and McEwan in Australia in
1974 actually replicated the mechanism in the
laboratory. For purposes of this article, the
points I would like to emphasize are the follow-
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ing:
 The theory has never been reduced to a
point where it can be understood by the
layman in seconds or even minutes.
 The oscillation has no external forcing; it
arises autonomously from the dynamics of
the atmosphere.
 The successful development of the theory
was never part of any funding proposal.
 No program was ever established to
explain the phenomenon.
Parenthetically, I should add that no current climate GCM displays the QBO at all,
although a highly specialized Japanese GCM
does get an oscillation with a very reduced
magnitude and a substantially different period.
Let us now turn to the topic of interest to
this audience: climate change. Here we have
what is constantly referred to as a “consensus”
supporting a picture which is meant to be readily understandable by all with those who note
problems with the picture marginalized as
skeptics. This picture has been misleading to
both the public and even to scientists — few of
whom have actually worked on the physics of
the so-called greenhouse effect. The result has
almost certainly been to impede the actual
solution of the problem.
Let us look at the commonly presented
picture of the greenhouse effect (Figure 1 taken
from the first two scientific reports from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). It
illustrates a highly oversimplified picture of the
greenhouse effect wherein the presence of
greenhouse substances inhibits the cooling of the
Earth’s surface leading to warmer surface temperatures. Anyone who has worked on this problem knows that this picture is profoundly wrong
for a number of reasons, beginning with the fact
that the Earth’s surface does not cool primarily by
radiation. Generally left unmentioned is the fact
that the Earth’s main greenhouse substances are

Figure 1: Schematic of Greenhouse Effect. From
IPCC, 1994.
Figure 2: Horizontal distribution of relative humidity
on May 5, 1955 for layer from 500-300mb. This figure
was supplied by Roy Spencer.
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Figure 3: Region used for preliminary examination
of relation between upper cloud coverage and
cloud-weighted sea surface temperature.
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Figure 4: Scatter plots of upper cloud coverage v.
cloud-weighted sea surface temperature for period
January 1, 1998 to September 30, 1999. a. Subset of
all clouds for which brightness temperature was
less than 255K that were particularly thick. b. All
clouds for which brightness temperature was less
than 255K. Note that while cloud coverage is different in a and b, the percentage reduction in coverage in both panels is about 45% for a 3K increase in
cloud-weighted sea surface temperature.

Figure 2

B

Figure 5: Same as Figure 4b except that panel b
is from a GCM forced by observed sea surface temperature, and the period covered is only June-July
of 1988.

Figure: 1

water vapor and clouds. Nor is it stressed that a
doubling of CO2 alone leads to no more than
about a 1ºC increase in temperature. Predictions
of greater warming depend on water vapor and
clouds changing in such a manner as to greatly
amplify the effect of increasing CO2, and these
feedbacks have increasingly been acknowledged
as being uncertain. However, I have come to
realize that the main error with the popular picture is that it is one-dimensional. That has led us
to think of the earth as responding to an average
humidity and cloud cover. This was somewhat
understandable since until the past decade we
really didn’t have reliable measurements of water
vapor. However, developments in satellite sounding and in situ measurement have changed this.
Figure 2 (supplied by Roy Spencer and Danny
Braswell at NASA-Huntsville) illustrates the distribution of relative humidity on May 5, 1995
retrieved from microwave data taken from a military satellite. Although the figure shows results
for a layer between about 6 and 9 km, it is representative of the region from about 3 km to 16
km. What we see is that in the tropics we have
regions of very dry air and regions of very moist
air with sharp transitions between the two
regions. Cooling occurs mostly in the dry
regions, and the moist and dry regions are tied

together by the atmosphere’s motions. In addition, we have learned a number of things from
both observations and theoretical analysis:
namely, that there are no sources of moisture in
the dry regions which are about as dry as they
can get; that the source of water vapor in the
moist regions is the evaporation of precipitation
from clouds that arise from ice thrown off by
cumulonimbus towers; and that, consistent with
this, the areas of upper level cloudiness and high
relative humidity largely coincide. Finally, the
moist regions are about as moist as they can get.
The above leads to the conclusion that feedbacks
in the tropics are most likely associated with
changes in the relative areas of cloudy/moist air
and clear dry air — something that doesn’t
readily emerge from a one-dimensional picture.
However, given that geostationary satellites measure upper level cloudiness with fine spatial and
temporal resolution, and given that high cloud in
the tropics is a surrogate for high relative humidity, we have an opportunity to measure this feedback by seeing how the area of cloudy/moist air
changes with the surface temperature associated
with cloudy/moist regions. Using Japanese GMS5
data for the western Pacific (Figure 3 shows the
coverage) that M.-D. Chou has been archiving at
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center since January
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Figure: 3

Figure: 4

Figure: 5

1998, I have with Chou and A.Y. Hou, studied
exactly this relation. The results are shown in
Figure 4. They show that a 3C increase in
cloud-weighted surface temperature leads to a 45
% reduction in the cloudy/moist area. (Note that
the definition of cloud cover varies; we, therefore,
focus on the percentage change rather than absolute amounts.) Simple calculations show that if
one were to fix such a reduction in the tropics
and allow the surface temperature of the whole
earth to equilibrate with this reduction, it would
lead to a temperature reduction of about 9C. This
means that we have a very large negative feedback
that would reduce the response to a doubling of
CO2 to about 0.3C (or if one took the model positive feedbacks to be correct in the extratropics to
about as much as 0.4-0.5C).

models tested so far, though details vary.

“somewhat peculiar, reserved, lonely fellows ...
who despite these common characteristics
would resemble each other less than do those
who were expelled from the crowd.” What led
the true followers to the temple? Einstein cites
Schopenhauer that one of the strongest motives
that lead to art and science is “a flight ... from
everyday life with its painful rawness and
desolate emptiness, away from the chains of
one’s own ever-changing desires.” Planck’s
“inexhaustible endurance and patience” he
attributes to: “an emotional state, which makes
possible such achievements [and which] resembles the state of a religious person or a lover:
the daily striving does not spring from a precept
or a program, but from an immediate need.”

What we seem to have discovered is that
the tropical cloudy/moist regions act as an
adaptive infrared iris that opens and closes so
as to resist changes in surface temperature.
So how do the climate GCMs behave? We
have begun testing a number of models for their
cloud response to the observed changes in SST
in the regions covered by GMS5. Figure 5 shows
that at least one model completely misses the
phenomenon. This is also true for two other

So where does this leave us vis-a-vis
Lamont’s (the planet’s and everyone else’s) next
50 years?
 Scientific curiosity can surmount impediments to inquiry, but impediments don’t help.
 Man may be causing much less warming
than models currently suggest; don’t depend
on models to replace understanding. Also
don’t depend on oversimplified schematics.
 The climate is almost certainly going to be
different and it behooves us to understand why.
 The reduction of impediments to scientific
inquiry may prove more important than the
reduction of carbon emissions.
Let me end with a paraphrase of an
address by Einstein on the occasion of Max
Planck’s 60th birthday in 1918. The paraphrase
is from Columbia professor Fritz Stern’s collection of essays Dreams and Delusions:
“It is a many-mansioned building, this
temple of science.” If one of G-d’s angels were
to cast out the merely ambitious and the merely
practical from this temple there would remain

I suggest we toast Planck’s
“immediate need.” 4
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Climate wil change in the next few decades, regardless of our actions. But we can slow the planetary experiment as we
develop better understanding.

by James Hansen

works. When the observations are of the Earth’s
climate, it is awesome to think that our models
can capture and predict the effect of the sun,
volcanoes and greenhouse gases. But awe is
tempered by realization that the “laboratory” is
home to billions of people and wildlife.

GLOBAL WARMING, PLAYING DICE, AND BERENSTAIN BEARS

I

n the summer of 1988 I testified to the U.S.
Senate that the world was getting warmer and
that the dominant cause was probably
human-made greenhouse gases. The Senate,
and the public, wanted to know the cause of
parched conditions in the Midwest, where the
Mississippi had practically dried up. I said that
our numerical climate model indicated a tendency for more frequent and severe droughts
as the world became warmer, but a specific
drought was a matter of chance, dependent on
fluctuating meteorological patterns.
Although that testimony increased public
awareness of global warming, it was soon
evident that I had communicated poorly. On a
Jeopardy quiz show the “answer” was that I had
said the Midwest drought was caused by the
greenhouse effect. People have a predilection
for deterministic explanations of climate fluctuations. Even Albert Einstein abhorred the notion
of chance in nature, saying “God does not play
dice.” But the science of quantum mechanics,
with Einstein a major contributor, proved that
uncertainty plays a big role in physics and in
the world.
One result is chaos in weather and
climate. Temperature and precipitation patterns

fluctuate in ways unpredictable beyond a few
weeks at most. Yet climate, the average weather,
can be changed in a deterministic way by a “forcing,” such as an increase of atmospheric gases.
I tried to explain forcings and chaos
with colored dice. One die represented normal
climate for 1951-1980, with equal chances for
warm, average and cool seasons. The other die
was “loaded” due to forcing by greenhouse
gases, such that the chance of an unusually
warm season increased from 33 to about 60
percent, as calculated by our climate model for
the late1990s.
When Albert Gore asked me to testify to
the Senate again, in 1989, I wanted to explain
the greenhouse effect better. I held up a onewatt Christmas tree bulb, saying that the human
greenhouse effect is heating the Earth by an
amount equal to two of these bulbs over every
square yard of the Earth’s surface. In 100 years
this heating could double or quadruple,
depending on how fast we put greenhouse
gases into the air.
This added heating intensifies dry
conditions, when and where it is dry. But, over
oceans and wet land, added heating increases
evaporation, which eventually falls as rain. So
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my testimony was that global warming, paradoxically, increases both extremes of the
hydrologic cycle. It causes more intense
droughts and forest fires, but, at other places
and times, it causes heavier rainfall, more
intense storms fueled by latent heat of water
vapor, and greater flooding.
Unfortunately, this discussion was lost in
a tempest caused by alterations to my testimony
inserted by the White House Office of
Management and Budget. The brouhaha may
have helped keep attention on the global warming topic, but it failed to illuminate the scientific
issues and uncertainties. And the public global
warming “debate” continues to contrast opposite
intransigent positions, rather than exemplifying
how science research really works.
I suggest to students that they view the
debate in the media the way young Berenstain
Bear viewed the botched bicycle lessons of
Papa Bear: “This is what you should not do.”
A good scientist does not act like a lawyer
defending the position of a client.
The fun in science is its objectivity. First
exhilaration occurs when a young scientist
compares alternative ideas or models with
observations and discovers how something

What have we learned about the greenhouse effect in 10 years? Bad news and good
news. The bad news is that the world is warming,
as predicted. The frequency of unusually warm
seasons has increased to about 60 percent.
Record warm temperatures occur more often
than record cold. The year 1998 was, on global
average, the warmest year in the history of
instrumental data.
Remarkable climate extremes have
occurred recently: the Chicago heat wave of
1995, a run of 29 days of 100 degree temperature in Dallas in 1998, floods in the Midwest in
1993 and 1997 and in the Southeast in 1999.
The high natural variability of climate prevents
unique association of these events with global
warming. But a quantitative index of temperature and moisture changes reveals that climate
extremes are increasing at most places in the
sense predicted for global warming. And we
can predict with reasonable confidence that the
record annual and decadal temperatures for
the contiguous 48 U.S., set in the 1930s, will
soon be broken.
The good news is that the growth rate of
greenhouse gases has slowed. In the 1980s the
rate was four more light bulbs per square yard
in 100 years. Despite increased population and
energy use, the rate has slowed to three more
light bulbs per 100 years, rather than increasing
to the five bulbs that were in the most popular
climate forcing scenarios. Credit for the slowdown belongs in part to the public, legislatures,
and businesses that phased out chlorofluorocarbons. Also methane and carbon dioxide growth

rates slowed, for reasons that are not well
understood and are perhaps only temporary.
What’s to be done? First, we must avoid
providing “lessons in what not to do.”
Immediate, economically wrenching, constraints
on energy use have negligible effect on climate
forcings. But the other extreme, denial of the
greenhouse problem, is equally foolish. Climate
change is real, and it is a complex problem.
Climate will change in the next few
decades, regardless of our actions. But we can
slow the planetary experiment as we develop better understanding. We need bi-partisan common
sense strategies to encourage greenhouse benign
technologies that continue the positive changes in
our long term energy use trajectory. This is good
for business and it will provide us the option to
eventually stabilize climate, thus maintaining a
healthy planet for humans and bears. 4
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By F. Sherwood Rowland

ATMOSPHERIC OZONE
THE GOOD AND THE BAD

D

uring the last two decades, the word
“ozone” and the phrase “ozone layer” have
come into everyday usage, and even the
descriptions of “good” ozone and “bad”
ozone are commonly heard. More remarkably, the adjectives convey correctly the qualitative significance of the effects of ozone in different parts of the atmosphere. Ozone, the triatomic form (O3) of oxygen, accounts for only 3
molecules of every 10 million in Earth’s atmosphere where it is spread very unequally with
about 10% of ozone and 90% of all the molecules in the troposphere—the lowest 6 miles
(polar) to 9 miles (equator). The stratosphere
has the reverse—about 90% of the ozone and
10% of the molecules—with only 0.1% of the
latter lying above its top altitude of 30 miles.
Stratospheric ozone is formed by the action of
solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation on ordinary
molecular oxygen (O2), and almost all of it
remains there until removed by chemical reaction. Some of the ozone found in the troposphere descended from the stratosphere, and
some was formed in situ by photochemical
reactions. Ozone itself possesses two chemical
capabilities: it is a strong absorber of UV radiation, especially the most harmful, and it reacts
readily with many other molecules. The difference between the good and the bad ozone lies
in its ability to react, usually deleteriously, with
the molecules which make up the surfaces of

biological species, e.g. the lining of human
lungs, or the leaves of green plants. In the
stratosphere, with no reactive biological surfaces
present, the “good” ozone protects the thriving
biology at Earth’s surface by intercepting most of
the strongest, harmful UV radiation. On or near
Earth’s surface, however, the direct chemical
reaction of the “bad” ozone with biological surfaces
far outweighs its good UV-protective function.
The ozone problems caused by mankind in our
atmosphere now are two-fold — our releases of
some volatile chemicals have been destroying the
“good” ozone in the stratosphere, and of other
compounds have been forming more “bad”
ozone near the surface.
Much attention has been given since
1974 to the depletion of stratospheric ozone,
particularly by chlorine atoms transported
upward while part of the chlorofluorocarbon
gases. These CFC molecules are inert in the
lower atmosphere, surviving unchanged on the
average for five to ten decades. These molecules
eventually wander randomly into the middle
stratosphere above most of the ozone, absorb
energetic solar UV radiation and release highly
reactive chlorine atoms, capable of chain
lengths as high as 100,000 — that is a single Cl
atom participates in a long series of ozone-destroying reactions which convert 100,000 ozone
molecules back into ordinary oxygen. Smaller
amounts of bromine carried in Halon molecules
used in fire prevention also initiate chain reac-
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tions which add to the ozone loss.
Ozone in nature has always naturally
been changed back into ordinary oxygen by
other reactions, chiefly catalytic chains involving
oxides of hydrogen and nitrogen. As production
of CFCs accelerated during the 1960s and
1970s, the reactions of chlorine became a significant addition to the natural processes, and
ozone went away faster than previously, leaving
fewer molecules to intercept solar UV radiation.
Now, only about 30% as much ozone exists over
Antarctica every spring, while ozone in the temperate latitudes has decreased since 1960 by
about 10% in winter and spring, and 5% in
summer and autumn.
A major consequence of these losses in
stratospheric ozone is that larger amounts of
harmful UV-B radiation reach Earth’s surface
with effects on the biological species there. The
primary effects of UV-B on humans are skin cancer and cataracts. The Montreal Protocol of the
United Nations banned further production and
release of CFCs and Halons in the industrial
countries after January 1, 1996, and their atmospheric release has now been reduced almost to
zero in compliance with this treaty. However,
because of the 50 to 100 year lifetimes of CFCs,
stratospheric ozone recovery will stretch into
the 22nd century.
A small part of stratospheric ozone has

always descended down into the troposphere.
During the 20th century, this has been increasingly augmented by additional ozone formed by
photochemical reactions near the surface. This
ozone first became noticeable 40 years ago as
one of the two important ingredients of urban
smog—small dust particles are the other. The
process by which this ozone was formed has
been firmly established for more than two
decades, and involves the release in city traffic
of combustible carbon compounds (CO and
hydrocarbons) and nitrogen oxides (NOx),
coupled together with weaker solar UV not
absorbed by stratospheric ozone. Because the
same combination of chemical reactions also
occurs during the daylight burning of
agricultural wastes or forests, an increase in
ground-level ozone is a major consequence of
biomass burning. Plumes from such burning
have been traced for many thousands of miles
over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
As the global number of megacities, and
the density of traffic in them, both increase rapidly, the total amount of ozone formed near the
surface has increased very markedly over the
past century. Moreover, the pollutants released
from individual cities also travel great distances
downwind, merging into a general regional pollution, and then beyond. Satellite observations
now show the summertime existence in both
northern and southern hemispheres of
increased levels of ozone circling the globe in
the temperate latitudes. Experience in the U.S.
and western Europe shows that stringent con-

trols on automobile emissions can reduce ozone
as in Los Angeles, but smog is still getting worse
in most large cities globally, with increases in
the populations of both people and automobiles
without effective emission controls.
When smog first appeared in Los
Angeles, the belief arose that the special geography of a basin surrounded by mountains was
probably a necessary factor for ozone formation,
in addition to the three factors of burnable
carbon compounds, NOx, and UV radiation.
The ubiquitous nature globally of pollution as a
near-universal companion to dense automotive
traffic has demonstrated, however, that geography is only a minor contributor. Generally
speaking, it appears to be true that the impact
of ground level ozone upon humans has to rise
to a truly obnoxious level before the necessary
emission controls can become politically feasible.
For the present then, mankind has succeeded
in putting a cap on the loss of the “good”
stratospheric ozone, but will probably continue
to breathe ever larger quantities of the “bad”
ground-level ozone during the next several
decades. One consolation, however, is that the
ozone experienced at the surface lasts only a
few weeks and must be renewed on a daily or
weekly basis. When controls are finally introduced,
they become effective immediately after full implementation. Stratospheric ozone depletion, on the
other hand, is controlled not by the lifetime of the
ozone, but by the lifetime of the CFCs—so major
recovery there will require many decades. 4
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by Gale Christianson

From
Benevolence
to Menace:

One day in the early nineteenth century, the natural philosopher Jean-BaptisteJoseph Fourier, who had escaped no less than four appointments with the guillotine during the
French Revolution, began to ponder the question of how Earth stays warm enough to support the
diverse range of flora and fauna inhabiting its surface. Taking pen in hand, he set down a novel
hypothesis. When energy from the Sun is irradiated back into sky from the great oceans and landmasses of the world, some of it is trapped by water vapor and the other gasses that surround the
planet, forming a protective shield of warmth. In effect, Earth’s atmosphere acts much like a giant
bell jar, without which all life would surely perish, further evidence to Fourier, who was educated by
the Jesuits, of God’s benevolent hand. The resulting article, titled “General Remarks on the
Temperature of the Terrestrial Globe and Planetary Spaces,” was published in 1824 and largely
forgotten by all but a few members of the scientific community.
Meanwhile, the Industrial Revolution spread northward from the Midlands of England into
the heart of Europe as coal rapidly replaced wood as the West’s major energy supply. By the mid1800s, the tall chimneys, each constructed of a million or more bricks and hundreds of tons of
mortar, had far eclipsed the great cathedrals of medieval Europe, rising as high as 450 feet. They
spewed their burden
of gases and other
effluents high into the
atmosphere round the
clock, where it was
believed the pollutants would disperse
without harm.

AN HISTORIAN’S
BIOGRAPHY OF
GLOBAL WARMING

In the early
1890s, some seventy
years after Fourier published his bell jar hypothesis, the paper drew the attention of the Swedish
chemist Svante August Arrhenius, who would one day claim the Nobel Prize for his work in electrolytic dissociation. Arrhenius had traveled extensively throughout Europe and began to ponder the
potential effects of carbon dioxide and other gases on Earth’s atmosphere. The exponential rise in
fossil fuel consumption, he believed, might well contribute to the natural global warming by the Sun.
Simply put, the gasses emitted by industrialization would trap more heat, causing the temperature to
rise as a direct result of human intervention. On Christmas Eve of 1894, he rolled up his sleeves and
began what he later described as “the most tedious calculations” of his life. Winter turned to spring,
spring to summer, and summer to autumn, and still Arrhenius labored on, filling countless pages with
thousands of equations and mathematical symbols reminiscent of ancient runes — perpendicular,
oblique, with the occasional squiggle for good measure.
When he finished at last, Arrhenius determined that a doubling of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere would lead to an average temperature increase of five to six degrees Celsius (nine to 11
degrees Fahrenheit), to which he attached the term “hothouse,” or what would be renamed the
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“greenhouse effect” decades later. Yet in a version of his paper presented to the Swedish Academy,
he displayed no alarm; indeed, the thick-blooded Scandinavian thought global warming a good thing,
particularly for those, like himself, who inhabited the northern latitudes, where the harshness of winter would be significantly reduced and agriculture expanded. But he also contended that it would
take at least three millennia for atmospheric carbon dioxide to double. By then, humanity would
have long since exhausted its supplies of fossil fuels — coal, oil, and natural gas — never living to
see his predicted rise in temperatures.
What Arrhenius did not realize is that seemingly small fluctuations in temperatures — on the
order of two degrees Celsius — had already wrought great changes in earlier civilizations and would
do so again. By 1300 A.D. the Anasazi peoples of the American Southwest had abandoned their cliff
palaces forever in the wake of cooler temperatures and diminished rainfall; in Viking Greenland the
settlements founded by Eric the Red also succumbed to a colder climate during this same period, the
“wind-time, wolf-time” of the ancient sagas. Then, six hundred years later, the wind came rolling
down the Plains, scattering 650,000 “Okies” like leaves in windrows, all because of a persistent
drought and a rise in temperature of a few degrees, a mere shrug of eternity.
Now, thanks largely to the pioneering work of Charles Keeling, a chemist who spent most of
his career at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla, just up the coast from San Diego, scientists see a direct correlation between the rise in carbon dioxide levels and the average temperature
of Earth. Keeling traced the increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide from some 280 parts per million
(ppm) during the late Victorian era to the current levels of some 370 ppm. The past century has
seen the temperature of Earth rise a little over one degree Fahrenheit, with no end in sight. The
1990s were warmer than the 1980s; the 1980s were warmer than the 1970s; and the 1970s were
warmer than the 1960s. The year 1998 was the warmest in recorded history, and it, too, may soon
be eclipsed in the record books. It is projected that by 2050 average temperatures will rise by another three to four degrees Fahrenheit, perhaps setting off a series of seemingly “natural” disasters of
far greater magnitude than those already attributed to the greenhouse effect: the melting of the ice
caps, increasingly powerful storms, drought, flooding, the spread of insect-borne diseases, beach
erosion, the death of the oceans’ corals, and the further degradation of ecosystems and species, to
name but a few. Indeed, some scientists believe that those temperamental siblings, El Niño and La
Nina, may be the climate templates of the future rather than the periodically destructive weather
events of the present. While civilizations, with the exception of some of those inhabiting the low-lying
islands of the world, will hardly disappear, all would suffer, with those along the equator and below it
perhaps bearing the brunt of the burden. In sum, global warming is no longer the benevolent phenomenon that Svante Arrhenius once thought it to be, but a looming presence that has entered into
our game of playing dice with the Earth. 4
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SESSION TWO:

Living in a
Humandominated
Biosphere
Some slightly
paraphrased
sound bites

from Session Two
of the

State of the Planet
Conference.

by William C. Clark
Bill Clark
All in all, the twentieth century has been a good time to be human, in terms of reduced infant
mortality, increased health and longevity, and increased personal wealth. But the journey has really
just begun. A transition to sustainability is both possible and necessary, and the central challenge of the
coming decades will lie in managing the specific syndromes of regional environmental degradation.
Joel Cohen
Anyone older than 39 and a half years has witnessed a doubling of the Earth’s human population, from 3 billion in 1960 to 6 billion today. And the present population of 6 billion would have
been unsustainable with the agricultural methods of 1960. Thus far, knowledge-based revolutions have
enabled us to accommodate this growth, but we will have to gain much more knowledge if we are to
make it happily through the next century.
Paul Epstein
There are direct human health effects associated with extreme weather events, such as the recent
cycle of drought, heat and deluge experienced in the eastern U.S.. We need to integrate health considerations into our environmental research, planning and response. The potential costs of continuing with
business as usual are huge.
Peter Singer
It is time to introduce ethics into our discussion, as one can never deduce them from science
alone. And we need to take that next step in expanding the bounds of our ethics to include all sentient
beings on Earth in our assessment of the state of the planet.
Robert Kaplan
The best way to approach the future is with an outlook of constructive pessimism, because the
only way to avoid tragedy is to cultivate a sense of it in advance.
Wilfred Beckerman
The ripple effects into the future of respecting human rights in the present is really the best legacy
we can bequeath to unborn generations. And by the same token, given human nature, it is inconceivable that a time will come when strict vigilance on human rights becomes unnecessary.
Admiral James Watkins
Some considerable credit is due the former USSR (aka “The Evil Empire”) for spurring oceans
research in the name of national security. But we shouldn’t need that kind of reason to strive to understand our environment. We need to get serious in the federal government about the true value of scientific research and its application to society’s needs.

A TRANSITION TO SUSTAINABILITY
T

his celebration of the 50th Anniversary of
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory comes
at a singular time in human history. For
most of Lamont’s first 50 years, and the
lives of those who founded it, each passing
year added more people to the Earth’s population than did the year before. For most of
Lamont’s second 50 years, and the lives of the
children of its present members and admirers,
each passing year will almost certainly add
fewer people to the Earth’s population than did
the year before. Other comparably profound
transitions are underway in humanities interactions with the planet. We are passing from a
history in which human populations have been
predominantly rural, through a present that has
become — and a future that will be —
predominantly urban. And we are moving from
a century dominated by its children to an era in
which aging adults will be in the majority. As a
result of all these changes, the Earth’s human
population is unlikely to double again, instead
leveling off at perhaps 10 to 11 billion people
— most of whom will be older adults living in
cities — by the end of the century we are now
entering. Can these profound demographic
transitions also constitute a transition toward
sustainability — toward a world in which the
people meet their needs while nurturing and
restoring the planet’s life support systems?
This is the question posed in a recent
study by the National Research Council’s Board
on Sustainable Development on “Our Common
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Future: A transition toward sustainability”
(NRC, 1999). Looking back over the toll of
human development on the environment over
the first half-century of Lamont’s existence
suggests that the answer may well be negative.
However, the Board also found reason for
optimism — for believing that with adequate
investments in the development of science,
technology, institutions and political will,
Lamont’s centennial could indeed be celebrating
significant progress on the pathway toward
sustainable development.

combinations of their physical and social
circumstances, such stresses may result in
downward spirals of degradation such as have
been observed in the Grand Banks, Aral Sea,
and Black Triangle (WGBU, 1997).
The world is too complex and our
knowledge too uncertain to allow any pathway
for avoiding such destructive interactions of
development and environment to be plotted in
advance. What we can do, however, is design
strategies for intelligent navigation that integrate
incomplete knowledge with experimental action

The world is too complex and our knowledge too uncertain to allow any pathway for avoiding such
destructive interactions of development and environment to be plotted in advance.

The Board’s analysis of possible development
scenarios, their environmental implications,
and plausible social responses suggests that the
greatest threats to sustainability over the next
fifty years may well not be the individual environmental problems that have occupied most
of the world’s attention over the last half century.
Rather, the most intractable problems may well
involve the cumulative, interactive stresses arising from multiple human activities. In specific
places rendered particularly vulnerable through
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into programs of adaptive management and
social learning. Such a strategy will require targeted action programs where we know enough
to begin the journey before us, focused research
efforts where our knowledge limitations are
most binding, and a commitment to improving
our institutional capacity for learning.
The Board proposed an agenda for priority actions to achieve widely accepted goals in
each of the sectoral areas identified more than

a decade ago in the Brundtland Commission’s
report on “Our Common Future” (WCED,1987):
 Accelerate current trends in fertility
reduction, achieving a 10% reduction in the
global population otherwise forecast for
mid-century.
 Accommodate the expected doubling to tripling of the urban system in a habitable, efficient and environmentally friendly manner.
 Reverse declining trends in agricultural
production in Africa; sustain historic trends
elsewhere.
 Accelerate improvements in the efficiency
of energy and materials use, at least doubling historical rates of improvement.
 Restore degraded ecosystems, while conserving biodiversity elsewhere.
In addition to these efforts to apply existing knowledge, the Board recommended a
focused research agenda for what might be
termed “sustainability science:”
 Develop a research framework that integrates global and local perspectives to shape
a “place-based” understanding of the interactions between environment and society.
 Better characterize the concept of environmental limits as embodied in such ideas
as “critical loads” and “carrying capacities”
so that precautionary policies can be given
a sound scientific foundation.
 Improve understanding and documentation of the fundamental “transitions” — not
only in demographics, but also in material
and energy efficiency, economic globalization, and governance — that are likely to
be interwoven with a sustainability transition.
 Analyze the determinants of variation in
consumption patterns around the world,
with a view towards understanding alternatives to the most environmentally abusive
means of enhancing human well-being.
 Explore the design of incentives (in markets, remedies for market failure, and information) for technical innovations that can

produce more human value with less environmental damage.

www.wbgu.de/wbgu_jg1996_engl.html"
http://www.wbgu.de/wbgu_jg1996_engl.html ].

by Joel E. Cohen

 Develop indicator systems that can chart
progress toward the goals of meeting human
needs while preserving life support systems,
while at the same time providing information
on the efficacy, efficiency and fairness of
actions taken to attain those goals.

This text is excerpted from the National Research

6 BILLION
PEOPLE:

Finally, the Board highlighted the need
for building institutional capacity in three main
areas central to the pursuit of a sustainability
transition:

Council’s 1999 report “Our Common Journey: A
transition toward sustainability” (Washington:
National Academy Press). The author served as
co-chair of the study that produced the report. The
selection of which portions of the report to reproduce here is the responsibility of the author.

BUT WHO’S
COUNTING?

 Better means for linking long term
research and development to social goals,
as pioneered in certain areas of military and
public health planning.

The world population had 6 billion people for the first time in history on Tuesday, Oct. 12, according to the statis-

 More effective integration of research
systems across global, regional and local
scales as exemplified by the modern
agricultural research system.
 Improved connections among academia,
private sector and government in a range of
novel knowledge-action collaboratives.
There is little precedent for mobilizing
science and technology in the ways and at the
scale necessary to substantially increase the
prospects for progress on a transition toward
sustainability. But if the end of the journey cannot be foreseen, the next steps seem sufficiently
clear — and exciting to provide LamontDoherty and its Earth Institute cousins a good
start on another 50 years. 4
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tical agencies of the United Nations. Never mind that the population clock maintained by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census (http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/ipc/popclockw) passed 6 billion people in July 1999. Why do the Bureau of
the Census and United Nations disagree by three months? Is either one right?
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Roughly 20 percent of the world’s people have not been counted since 1990. Nobody
knows precisely how many people have not
been counted, because they have not been
counted. The likely error in any estimate of the
world’s population is probably at least 120 million. The estimate of 6 billion on Oct. 12 could
have been too high or too low by roughly the
population of Japan.
All that can be said with honesty is that,
sometime last year, this year, or next year, we
will have 6 billion people. That milestone,
whenever its exact date, is a good occasion to
look back on the most extraordinary century in
human demographic history and to look forward to the next.
At the beginning of the 20th century,
there were 1.6 or 1.7 billion people on Earth,
and large parts of the Earth had never been
censused. The population passed 2 billion
around 1927, 3 billion in 1960, 4 billion
around 1974, 5 billion around 1987, and 6
billion one of these days. Think about that.

It took from the beginning of time until
1927 to put the first 2 billion people on the
planet. We added the most recent 2 billion in
just 25 years. Never before the second half of
the 20th century had any human being lived
through a doubling of the Earth’s population.
Now, anyone 39 years old or older has seen the
number of people double in his or her lifetime.
Less visible than this colossal increase, but
just as important, are two other demographic
milestones that were little noticed when they were
passed. Between 1965 and 1970, the population
growth rate of the world reached its all-time peak
of 2 percent per year and began to decline. It has
now fallen to 1.3 percent per year. Between 1985
and 1990, the absolute annual increase in population reached its all-time peak of perhaps 86
million people and began to decline. It has now
fallen to 77 million or 78 million additional people per year. This rate of increase is equivalent to
about 150 added people per minute, the difference between 250 births per minute and 100
population growth is
deaths per minute. While

[Available on the world wide web at HYPERLINK "http://
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now slower than at its peak, it still vastly exceeds
the estimated 10 million people who were added
to the population each year at the beginning of
the 20th century.
For the first time in history, human
reproduction is coming under human control.
Currently 44 percent of people live in countries
where fertility is below the level required to
replace the population in the long run. As
much as any achievement of civilization, this is
one to be proud of, and to build on. While
more than half of all couples in developing
countries now use contraception, hundreds of
millions more do not because of poverty, lack
of education, and lack of access. In the opulent
U.S., an estimated 57 percent of all conceptions
are not intended.
Human impact on the Earth rose even
faster than human numbers in the 20th century.
Emissions of carbon to the atmosphere from
human activities grew from a half billion tons
to 7.3 billion tons per year, raising the carbon
dioxide concentration in the atmosphere by

Population Growth in the 20th Century

As much as any other
single line of action,
universal basic and
secondary education would
enhance our chances of a
sustainable future.

about 20 percent. Today’s level is higher than
at any time in the last 150,000 years. Emissions
of nitrogen from the combustion of fossil fuels
grew 20-fold, to 25 million tons per year.
Human activities account for 40 percent of the
nitrous oxide, 70 percent of the ammonia, and
at least 80 percent of the nitric oxide emitted to
the atmosphere from all sources. World water
withdrawals from all renewable freshwater
sources grew 8-fold, to roughly 4,000 cubic
kilometers per year currently. Humans now
withdraw annually roughly a quarter to half of
all available renewable freshwater. As the gross
domestic product of the human economy
increased 16-fold during this century, humans
altered the habitats and populations of many
other species, raising widespread concerns
about extinctions. No one knows whether
people can continue to transform carbon,
nitrogen, water and other living species at
present rates without severe damage to biogeochemical cycles and processes and systems that
support human and all other life.
What about the future? Barring global
catastrophes, most demographers expect that
by the middle of the next century the world’s
population will be larger, growing more slowly,
more elderly, and more urban than it is now.
Putting precise numbers on any of these pre-
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dictions is chancy. For example, in 1998 the
U.N. estimated world population in 2050 at 8.9
billion, nearly three billion people more than
we have now. Just a few years ago, the U.N.’s
best guess for 2050 was a billion larger. This
change shows that demographers are better at
forecasting the demographic consequences of
choices people might make about fertility and
mortality and migration than at predicting what
those choices will be.
The future will be strongly influenced
by human choices. Here are four choices
about population, economics, environment
and culture that can make the next century a
better century.
First, we can help make every human
conception a wanted conception, every birth a
wanted birth. We can help the 56 percent of the
world’s people who live in countries with continuing high fertility to achieve family sizes at or
below replacement levels of fertility. We can do
it by educating girls and boys and by providing
health services, including reproductive health
and family planning services, to every man,
woman and adolescent. Research shows that
healthy, educated parents generally choose to
have fewer, healthier, better educated children.

For the first time in history, human reproduction is coming under
human control. Currently 44 percent of people live in countries
where fertility is below the level required to replace the population
in the long run.
Second, we can organize our economic
production efficiently. Until now, economic production has been a linear process: we extract
some resource from nature, industry transforms it, consumers use it, and we throw what
is left away. In the 20th century, the global
economy is so big that this mental picture is
obsolete. There is no longer any “away” to
throw things away to. Industrial ecology
presents a new organization of economic
production. The by-products of one economic
activity become the inputs and resources of
another. Instead of linear, independent production processes, the economy becomes a
network of industries and consumptive activities
feeding other productive activities, just as a
food web in ecology links all species in a
network of feeding and recycling.
Third, we can create a more conscious,
forward-looking relationship with our physical,
chemical and biological environments. An Earth
wired with sensors will make it possible to
monitor the impact and consequences of our
own activities. Existing worldwide networks of
weather stations, tide gauges and seismic sensors are early steps toward instrumenting the
Earth. To understand the Earth’s history and
future and our place in it, we need to install
more instruments in the atmosphere, continents and oceans at all depths and elevations.
In biology, we do not understand the functions

provided by most species and ecosystems on
Earth, and we cannot replace the genetic information produced by the last 4 billion years of evolution. We can stop throwing out living parts of the
Earth before we read the instruction manual.
Fourth, no one can anticipate the challenges humans will face one-quarter, one-half
or one century from now. But we can ensure
that future generations are healthy, educated
and supplied with the social and material
means to respond to whatever challenges come
their way. Universal education would improve
individual lives and provide society with a
reserve of competence to face surprising
challenges. It would have favorable effects on
fertility, economic productivity and enterprise,
environmental understanding and preservation,
and human capacities to innovate and to adapt.
There are 1.25 billion children in the world
today between 6 and 16 years old. Using information technology, we could probably educate
all of them better than we do now at a global
average cost of $500 per child per year. That
would cost less than 2 percent of the gross
world product of about $32 trillion. As much as
any other single line of action, universal basic
and secondary education would enhance our
chances of a sustainable future. How can we
afford not to educate all the children? 4
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Climate Stability
& Public Health

by Paul R. Epstein

C

limate change and the biological responses to it are occurring at a rate unforeseen just several
years ago. Worldwide, extreme weather events, compounded by long-term warming, are
profoundly impacting public health, and the aftershocks of the events are rippling through economies. The flooding associated with Hurricane Mitch (Nov. 1998), for example, spawned a cluster of disease outbreaks (cholera, malaria and dengue fever) and caused over $5 billion in
damages. If more frequent and intense extreme weather events continue to be a primary manifestation of climate change, harnessing climate data to better forecast future disease outbreaks can enable
early warnings and motivate prevention.
Wide swings in weather and sequential extremes can yield surprises. In the New York City
region, a “surprise” explosion of mosquito populations in September 1999 ushered in West Nile-like
viral encephalitis. But the conditions favoring diseases that cycle among birds, urban mosquitoes and
humans are well understood. Mild winters and prolonged droughts (both associated with climate
change) decrease predators and favor city-dwelling mosquitoes (Culex pipiens) that breed in stagnant, polluted waters. Mild winters reduce snow cover, thus diminish spring run-off, exacerbating
subsequent droughts. The July 1999 heat wave may have amplified the maturation and circulation of
viruses among mosquitoes and congregating birds, while the late August rains unleashed a new crop
of Aedes mosquitoes, that may have acted as additional “bridge” vectors to humans. West Nile virus
may have recently evolved in virulence, as it has not previously killed birds in such numbers.
During the 1997/98 El Niño event, the Horn of Africa received up to 40 times the average
rainfall, crippling infrastructure and precipitating a cluster of diseases: tens of thousands of new
cases of cholera and malaria and 89,000 cases (with nearly 1000 deaths) of Rift Valley fever. By
tracking El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) indices and Indian Ocean sea surface temperature
(SSTs), combined with vegetation changes detected by remote sensing satellites, forecasts of Rift
Valley fever epidemics can be made 5 months in advance of outbreaks. Early warnings of conditions
conducive to disease outbreaks can give sufficient time for interventions, such as vaccination of livestock and treatment of mosquito breeding sites.
In general, climate constrains the range of infectious diseases, while weather affects the
timing and intensity of outbreaks. Uncovering these associations is aided by increased understanding
of the Earth’s climate system, in particular how land and sea surface temperatures and pressure
gradients drive winds and weather. The atmosphere holds 6% more water vapor with each 1∫C rise
in temperature. The resulting increase in evaporation and greater residence time for water vapor in
the atmosphere boost humidity and heat indices, fuel storms, and reinforce the greenhouse effect
(the trapping of heat by atmospheric gases such as carbon dioxide). An increase in cloud cover
blocks outgoing heat, contributing to disproportionate warming at night and during the winter —
conditions that are unhealthy for humans but advantageous for insects that transmit infectious
diseases. A moisture-laden atmosphere also generates more tropical-like downpours that create
breeding grounds for mosquitoes, propel rodents from burrows, and flush nutrients, chemicals,
and microorganisms into waterways.
Understanding the evolution of weather anomalies will require integrating data from the
ENSO with local SSTs and, eventually, with decadal-to-centennial cycles in climate variability and
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human influences. Changes in atmospheric chemistry may have so altered Earth’s heat budget that
natural climate modes such as ENSO have been modified. Studies suggest that the ocean is becoming
warmer at intermediate depths and around both poles. If the world’s oceans are a long-term heat
sink for this century’s global warming, then this has profound implications for marine life and terrestrial weather patterns.
With disproportionate warming at high latitudes and high elevations, and winter and nighttime, most summit glaciers are in retreat. Seven of Antarctica’s ice shelves are in retreat and polar
researchers suspect that melting at the base of the Greenland ice sheet may be sculpting fault lines
that could diminish its stability. Contemporaneous changes in greenhouse gas concentrations, ozone
levels, the cryosphere, ocean temperature, land use, and land cover challenge the stability of our
epoch, the Holocene — a remarkable 10,000-year era that followed the retreat of the great ice
sheets from temperate zones. High-resolution ice core records suggest that greater variance from
climate norms may indicate greater climate instability, increasing the potential for rapid shifts
between stable climate states.
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Shrinking of Earth’s ice cover (cryosphere) has implications for water (agriculture, hydropower, and health) and for albedo and climate stability. The impacts of warming and changing weather patterns on forests, agriculture, marine life, and water may hold the most profound consequences
for global health. Ultimately, potential changes in thermohaline circulation and polar ice cap integrity
pose the greatest threats to society and to our well being.

the Harvard Medical School and the Harvard

The costs of extreme weather events and associated emerging infectious diseases are
mounting. The 1998 summer floods in China, for example, killed 3700 individuals, displaced 223
million people, and cost $30 billion. All told, weather-related losses—combining growth of coastal
settlements, ecological vulnerabilities, and extreme weather—grew exponentially from the 1980s to
the 1990s; losses of $90 billion in 1998 eclipsed the losses of $55 billion for the entire decade of the
1980s. Recent events in the US demonstrate that no nation is immune to weather extremes and associated epidemics, and there are consequences for international trade, travel, and tourism.
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There are solutions to the increased burden of emerging infectious diseases. Greater
surveillance and response capability are essential. Health early-warning systems based on climate
forecasting and remote sensing can generate timely, environmentally-friendly public health interventions (such as treating mosquito breeding sites, in lieu of large-scale pesticide spraying).

260 Longwood Avenue,

Concerns for our health in the face of global change raise the urgency of ecological restoration and development of non-polluting energy sources. Clean energy helps to stabilize the
climate and can power health facilities, pump water for irrigation, and purify it for consumption.
Renewable and energy-efficient technologies can become the new engine of economic growth, driving improvements in public health. Ultimately, we must shed inherited economic burdens and adopt
new financial mechanisms — incentives, subsidies, and funds — to reverse environmental assaults
on public health, protect the global commons and achieve healthy, clean, and equitable development
in the coming century. 4

email paul_epstein@hms.harvard.edu

This article was adapted from “Climate and Health,” an article in the July 16, 1999 issue of Science (285:347-348).
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by Peter Singer

ETHICS

Beyond the Species Barrier

against speciesism

the traditional view

According to the dominant Western tradition, the natural world exists for the benefit of human
beings. God gave human beings dominion over the natural world. Human beings are the only morally
important members of this world. Nature itself is of no intrinsic value, and the destruction of plants
and animals cannot be sinful, unless by this destruction we harm human beings. But this traditional
Judeo-Christian view of the world is based on a creation myth that was decisively refuted more than a
century ago. At least since Darwin, we have known that the forests and animals were not placed on
Earth for us to use. They have evolved alongside us. The assumptions that derive from that myth,
however, are still with us. If we can succeed in clearing them away, the consequences for our way of
living will be as far reaching as any changes in human history have ever been.
In any serious exploration of environmental values a central issue will be whether there is
anything of intrinsic value beyond human beings. To explore this question we first need to understand the notion of “intrinsic value.” Something is of intrinsic value if it is good or desirable in itself.
The contrast is with “instrumental value,” that is value as a means to some other end or purpose.
Our own happiness, for example, is of intrinsic value, at least to most of us, in that we desire it for its
own sake. Money, on the other hand, is only of instrumental value to us. We want it because of the
things we can buy with it, but if we were marooned on a desert island, we would not want it.
(Whereas happiness would be just as important to us on a desert island as anywhere else.)
Now consider any issue in which the interests of human beings clash with the interests of nonhuman animals. Since we are here concerned especially with environmental issues, I’ll take as an example
Australia’s kangaroo industry, which is based on killing free-living kangaroos in order to profit from the
sale of their meat or skins. As a community, Australians must decide whether to allow this industry to
exist. Should the decision be made on the basis of human interests alone? For simplicity, I shall assume
that none of the species of kangaroos shot is in danger of extinction. The issue therefore is one about
whether, and to what extent, we consider the interests of individual nonhuman animals.
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At least since Darwin, we have known that the forests
and animals were not placed on Earth for us to use.
They have evolved alongside us.
In my view, the fact that a being is not a member of our species should have no effect on the
weight we give to its interest in not being in pain. To think that species membership alone should make
a difference in how much weight we give to a being’s interests is to display a bias or prejudice towards
members of our own species, and against members of other species. This bias, which I call speciesism,
is similar in structure to other indefensible form of discrimination, such as racism and sexism.
It might be said that there are morally relevant differences between humans and other species
which are greater than the differences between the different races or sexes of human beings. Here,
by “morally relevant differences” people will have in mind such things as the ability to reason, to be
self-aware, to act autonomously, to plan for the future, and so on. It is no doubt true that, on average,
there is a marked difference between our species and other species in regard to these capacities. But
this does not hold in all cases. Dogs, horses, pigs and other mammals are better able to reason than
newborn human infants, or humans with profound intellectual disabilities. Yet we bestow basic
human rights on all human beings, and deny them to all nonhuman animals. In the case of human
beings we can see that pain is pain, and the extent to which it is intrinsically bad depends on factors
like its duration and intensity, not on the intellectual abilities of the being who experiences it. We
should be able to see that the same is true if the being suffering the pain is not of our species. There
is no justifiable basis for drawing the boundary of intrinsic value around our own species. If we are
prepared to defend practices based on disregarding the interests of members of other species
because they are not members of our own group, how are we to object to those who wish to disregard
the interests of members of other races because they are also not members of our own group?
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sentiment, self-interest or social conditioning.
Professor Singer can be contacted at:

looking ahead
The argument I have just offered shows that while the dominant Western tradition is wrong on
the substantive issue of how we ought to regard non-human animals, this same tradition has within it
the tools — in its recognition of the role of reason and argument — for constructing an extended
ethics that reaches beyond the species boundary and addresses the human/animal relationship. There
is no objection of principle to this extension. The principle that must apply is that of equal consideration of interests. The remaining difficulties are about exactly how this principle is to be applied to
beings with lives — both mental and physical — that are very different to our own. That is certainly a
major problem, but we can make progress with it only if we begin on the right ethical basis. 4
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by Robert Kaplan

The Ends of the

ahead. There are examples of this all over.
Twenty or thirty years from now, when historians write the history of the wars of the Yugoslav
succession in the 1990s, one of the themes will
surely be how the end of authoritarianism and
the birth of elections in Slovenia, Croatia, and
Serbia, either fast-forwarded ethnic cleansing or
legitimized such an act after the fact.

Humankind in the 21st Century: The Explosion of Conflict

Knowing a lot about history does not mean you will be able to predict the future in politics. But it does
mean that you are likely to be slightly less surprised by what happens in the near and middle term future —
which is the best that anyone could hope for.
If I were trying to predict 100 years ago
what the dangers and the evils of the 20th century would be, it would be nearly impossible to
do so because three words did not exist then in
common usage: fascism, totalitarianism and
inflation. None of those words came into usage
until later in the century, in the 20s and 30s. So
we may not even have names yet to describe
some of the problems and evils and good things
that may happen in the next century. By looking
at history, the closest historical model I can find
to what I see around me as I travel around the
world reporting, is a description of the world by
Arnold Toynbee who wrote in the middle of the
20th century. Toynbee said that the evils of the
20th century, such as Nazism and Fascism, have
come about because of the way that democratization (mass democracy, mass movements,
labor movements, etc.) in Europe and Japan
chain-reacted with industrialization. At the very
beginning, the incubators of the Nazi party and
the Fascist party were not necessarily evil. They
were labor movements, populist movements.

One did not know where they would go. And
without industrialization — railroads, the telegraph, etc. — Hitler and Stalin would not have
been able to do what they did.
The way that mass popular democracy
chain-reacted with industrialization is likely to be
the way in the next century that democratization,
world-wide, is going to chain-react with post-industrialization. And because post-industrialization
is different from industrialization, the evils and
problems we are going to have are going to be
different. Democracy by itself and technological
improvement by itself are not necessarily good
— or evil. Everything depends upon the circumstances in which they are applied.

democratization
The real conundrum with democratization is that democracy tends to work best when
it is instituted last, when it is the capstone of
many other forms of social and institutional
development. If you have a society where there
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is a sizable middle class that pays income taxes,
where institutions are staffed by literate bureaucrats, and where the main issue is which ethnic
group, if any, controls what territory, then
democracy is the capstone for development and
tends to improve daily life and provide greater
political stability. The more organically and
slow-moving that democracy develops, the better. When the first election is on page nine in the
newspapers, rather than on page one, it’s usually a good sign. Places like Taiwan and South
Korea are examples of this kind of organic
development. What we see today, however, is
that democracy is developing in places where
there are often no institutions to speak of — in
places where literacy rates, especially among
women, are very low, in places where the main
questions of the society, like which ethnic
group, if any, controls what territory are not
resolved at all. Thus, when you have an election,
you often get a weak government with a minority
in parliament. This tends to further weaken stability, with the prospect of significant problems

The genocide of Rwanda occurred in the
context of the democratization of society. In
societies where you do not have a very developed class structure, where almost all of the
population are peasants living in subsistence
agriculture, and where when you suddenly
organize political parties for elections, people
have no means of dividing up their political loyalties except by ethnicity and territoriality. Thus,
political parties in peasant societies reify and
harden and institutionalize already existent ethnic divides. In Algeria, one saw a round of elections that led to a civil war, whereas in Tunisia
next door, there were no elections and the society has been at peace. In Sudan, in 1985, fully
legitimized democratic elections led to the
worse military tyranny in Sudan’s post-colonial
history. Venezuela has 40 years of democracy
and nothing much to show for it, where the
elite has all of its money in Miami bank
accounts. Perhaps the best example here is the
different experiences of China and Russia. In
the last 18 years or so, more people have seen
their material lives improved more dramatically
and an explosion of their personal freedoms in
China than at any time in recorded economic
history. This occurred under an autocracy, a
one-party autocracy. In Russia, however, a
cold-turkey democracy has led to a practical
collapse of living standards and virtual anarchy
in many parts of the country outside the greater
Moscow-Kiev-St. Petersburg areas. In fact, if
Russia had had an extra five or eight years of
Gorbechev capitalist-trending authoritarianism,
the average Russian would probably live much
better today and be much more secure.

So the real issue for stability is not
democratization. It is the size of the middle
class. In societies that have big middle classes,
stability can be taken for granted. In societies
that don’t, it cannot be taken for granted. The
real political problem in our world in the next
20 years is that most human births will tend to
occur among the poorest sectors of the world
and in the poorest sectors of the richer parts of
the world. That means that while middle classes increase in absolute terms, in relative terms,
middle classes are either staying the same percentage of society or getting smaller, which
does not bode well for political stability.
What I see ahead in the coming decades
is a return to what the ancient Greeks called
hybrid regimes, or mixed regimes. In other
words, a regime that mixes elements of democracy and elements of military or oligarchic
business rule in various combinations.
Some examples. Turkey is officially a
democracy. It is a member of NATO. You cannot
be a member of NATO unless you are a democracy. But in fact the military plays a very large role
in daily Turkish political affairs. The key political
institution in Turkey is the National Security
Council, not the parliament. And in the National
Security Council, the generals come with dossiers
with which to lecture and the civilian politicians
come as tourists in order to listen. Peru, is another example of a mixed hybrid regime, where you
have a leader who has been democratically elected
twice, but has done away with many constitutional
imperatives, and basically governs through the
security services. Jordan is another example of a
hybrid regime where you have a royal family but
you also have a very feisty parliament which limits
and constricts what the royal family can do. But
the royal family can step in anytime it sees fit. A
case in point: the Jordanian parliament was
against the peace treaty with Israel. The royal
family stepped in and abrogated what the parliament did.
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technological
improvement
Now to the problems of technological
development. The industrial revolution was
about bigness. It was about big aircraft carriers,
big tanks, big factories and big railroads. In
order to take advantage of the industrial revolution, you had to own geographical space. You
had to have won out in a political power struggle. That is why the crimes of Hitler and Stalin
and Mao were so large — never before in history had a dictator had such power behind him
because of the industrial revolution.
But the post-industrial revolution is, of
course, about smallness. It is about miniaturization. It is about a telephone jack, plastic
explosives, and the biotech revolution, which
leads to biological weapons, etc. You do not
need to win out in the political power struggle to
take advantage of the post-industrial revolution.
You can have many terrorist groups, many embittered minorities who have lost out, who do not
own geographical space, but still can be empowered because of the post-industrial revolution.
We have been told that the computer
and the internet will bring us together. But people were saying similar things about movable
type during Gutenberg’s revolution. And it led,
indirectly, to the religious wars. That is because
with the diffusion of knowledge, you also get a
vulgarization of knowledge. Because knowledge
feeds into the heads and brains of many people
who are not uneducated or highly educated,
but badly educated. And there is nothing as
dangerous as people with a little bit of education. If you want to see any examples, look at
the educational background of Hitler or Stalin.
I believe that, in effect, that we are going
to have a world of many smaller, complex evils.
We may not have one or two or three or four
big villains of the next century. But we are going
to have an increasingly complex, unstable world

by Wilfred Beckerman

People in cities are harder to govern
than people in remote areas. People in rural
areas often grow their own food, so they are
not susceptible to price fluctuations. Thus, politicians tend to have an easier job with rural
populations than urbanized populations.
Increasingly, however, rulers around the world
are going to have to deal with more urbanized
populations, which means that the margin of
error is going to be wider and the margin for
success is going to be narrower.
This is a world where we are going to see
not fewer intelligence agencies, but a boom in
intelligence agencies because with so many people and so many weapons of mass destruction,
figuring out intention and infiltrating groups are
going to be increasingly important. This is nothing I say happily, but it happens to be a fact that
much of the plutonium caught at airports in the
last decade was done through the work of intelligence agencies that had penetrated groups. So
the end of the cold war does not mean the end
of intelligence agencies. The greatest spies may
just be being born at this moment.
The world I
describe, when you
boil it down, may
not be any worse
than the world of
the 20th century. It
will be far more
complex, far more
unstable, but on the
other hand, we may
not have the great,
grand centralized
evils that we had in
the last century.

I think the way that rulers, democratic
or undemocratic, are going to cope with this
world, is by a return to ancient classical realism. That is because classical realism is based
on the assumption that politics is driven by
interest and necessity. And when interest and
necessity are properly calculated, history
rewards rulers with the appellation of heroes.
For people in an increasing complex world of
different moral value systems, to act only morally, is to automatically bring their own society
into conflict with other societies that have a different value system. Also, when people think
only morally, they tend to dismiss and delegitimize those who disagree as immoral, and
therefore compromise becomes more difficult
in the political realm. However, enlightened
self-interest automatically recognizes the
self-interest of others, and therein lies compromise.
James Madison wrote in Federalist 51,
that men and women are irredeemable, that all
one can do is to set ambition against ambition,
selfishness against selfishness. It was from that
dictum that the division of powers of the U.S.
government was developed. We have to think
like the framers of the Constitution in terms of
constructive pessimism. The U.S. was built on
constructive pessimism and it turned out to be
a happy society for most people. The French
Revolution was
built on optimism,
and it ran into
problems immediately, with
Napoleon’s dictatorship. The only
way to avoid tragedy is to cultivate a
sense of it in
advance. 4
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with a lot of regional wars and upheavals. And
when I mention democratization chain-reacting
with post-industrialization, add into that the
factors of resource scarcity and urbanization,
which are key here.
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our obligations to
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policies imposed by the imperatives of intergenerational justice.

This has been accompanied by calls to pursue policies of “sustainable development” or to
respect the claims of intergenerational equity. I think all these beliefs and claims are fatally flawed and
that, together with their background scare stories about imminent environmental catastrophe, they
only distract attention from what ought to be our most important bequest to future generations, namely
to bequeath to them a more decent society in which there is greater respect for basic human rights.
First, future generations cannot have rights. The basic reason for this is that future generations
cannot have — in the present tense — anything. They cannot have long hair or a taste for Mozart.
They will have interests when they are there, and they may well then have rights. But their rights will
only be rights to what is available at the time; not to anything that is no longer available. It makes
little sense to say that our right to see a live Dodo has been violated by the inhabitants of the
Mauritius islands three centuries ago.
Secondly, since future generations cannot have rights, the interests that they will have cannot
be covered by any coherent theory of justice. A crucial feature of all theories of justice is a set of
principles that enables people to agree on the allocation of rights to whatever desirable assets or
opportunities might be the source of conflict and be the subject of dispute. This enables people with
conflicting interests to co-exist under conditions of some scarcity, without recourse to violence or
other threats to life and liberty.
The banner of “sustainable development” under which innumerable international and national
bureaucracies and commissions and research programmes have been set up and financed seems
quite untenable. The most widely accepted definition is that sustainable development means that
there must never be any decline in per capita welfare in the future. Welfare can go up, so presumably
higher per capita welfare is a good thing. But it must never decline, since this would be a bad thing.
But if periods of decline are needed in order that the subsequent increases are even greater why
should this be ruled out?
It is often claimed that we must respect the objective of intergenerational egalitarianism. Now,
in the first place, egalitarianism even at any point of time is a very difficult objective to defend. What
matters is the relief of poverty. Few people — apart from those consumed by envy — would prefer a
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Our most important obligation to future
generations is to bequeath to them a
“decent society” in which there is respect
for basic human rights, tolerance for
differences in conceptions of the
good life, and democratic institutions and
traditions that enable people to sort out
their inevitable conflicts peacefully and
free of fear of oppression and humiliation.

society in which total equality was achieved simply by bringing everybody down to the level of the
most deprived. And egalitarianism between generations is an even more absurd objective. For we
should hope that future generations will be better off than we are and that welfare will continue to
increase indefinitely, thereby adding to the intergenerational inequality that has been increasing since
time immemorial.

than it is today. In that case a continual rise in income levels must lead to a substantial reduction in
’absolute poverty’ even if “relative poverty” might always persist. At least there are no insuperable
material obstacles to the alleviation of poverty over the course of the long-term future in the same
way that there are insuperable obstacles to the spread of universal peace and harmony and goodwill
among all human beings. Human sensibilities do not keep pace with technical progress.

None of the above implies that we have no obligations to future generations. But “rights” do
not exhaust the whole of morality, so we should still take account of the interests that future generations will have and of the way that our present actions will affect those interests. We have to try to
predict which will be the most important interests that future generations will have and how they
compare with the interests of the present generation.

Climate change will not be an obstacle to increased prosperity. I am not qualified to talk about
the scientific aspects of climate change since I am not a scientist or a film star or a politician or a
member of the British Royal Family. But there are good reasons to believe that, for the world as a
whole, the net economic effects will be significant by comparison with the vastly higher incomes that
the world will enjoy by the end of the coming century.

As far as incomes are concerned, in the very long run the main source of economic strength is
based on technological and scientific progress, and, above all, the rate at which the resulting inventions
and innovations are diffused. This is a function of variables which are all tending to increase, some at
a phenomenal rate. In particular, the number of highly educated people in the world — especially those having
technological and scientific qualifications — is increasing so rapidly that it far surpasses the corresponding number of people having similar qualifications only two or three decades ago, and is likely
to go on expanding rapidly. And there is no physical limitation on the growth of this human capital.

As for any possible constraint on growth arising from material shortages, it may suffice to say
that predictions to the effect that we cannot go on using up resources at the current rate because we
shall run out of them have been made since the days of Ancient Greece. The basic reason why we
shall never run out of any resource is that its price will always rise to prevent it. Insofar as we may go
through periods in which demand for some material increases faster than supply, the rise in its price
will set off innumerable favourable feed-backs, such as a greater search for new sources, technological improvements in extraction and refining, a shift to substitute materials, a shift away from use of
the end-products embodying the material in question, and so on.

Wilfred Beckerman is an Emeritus Fellow of

As I pointed out nearly thirty years ago, the world has managed very well without any supplies
at all of Beckermonium, a product named after my grandfather who failed to discover it in the 19th
Century. Of course, if the world were suddenly totally deprived of some major source of, say, energy
overnight there would be chaos. But that sort of scenario only happens in science fiction.

well as several other books and numerous

Secondly, the rate of international diffusion of innovation and technical progress — which
many studies have shown to be decisive in determining growth rates — will continue to accelerate.
These two underlying forces for long-run growth suggest that the average annual long-run
growth of output per head over the next century should be above that of the last forty years. And this
has been 2.1 per cent per annum. So to be on the safe side, I shall assume that the annual average
growth rate of real incomes per head over the next 100 years or so will be about 1.5 per cent. The
power of compound interest being what it is, this means that world average real incomes per head in
the year 2,100 or so would be 4.14 times as high as they are now!
This growth of incomes will eventually trickle down to the poorest nations, though, as has
been seen during the post-war years, mis-management and corruption in some can often prevent this
for very long periods of time. Of course, poverty, both absolute and relative, will no doubt always
persist, even in democratic countries with flourishing economies Some people will always fall
through what might have appeared to be more or less “foolproof” safety nets in the form of universal
income maintenance programs. Others will remain poor on account of being trapped in a vicious
circle of poverty — family breakdown, parental neglect or abuse, crime, drugs, and vicious environments that are features of many cities in affluent and democratic countries.
But leaving aside these sociological influences, there does not seem to be any economic
mechanism that should make the overall distribution of incomes become markedly more unequal
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The safest prediction that can be made for the long-term future is not in the field of economic
growth or environmental change, but in the field of human conflict, namely that there will always be
potential conflict between peoples for all sorts of different “reasons” and that can easily lead to horrific violations of basic human rights. At the same time one can also predict with great confidence
that people will always want life and security, and freedom from fear, discrimination and humiliation.
And the best guarantee that these permanent needs, which are the essence of what constitutes a
human being, will be satisfied is a society that protects basic human rights and provides the maximum liberty compatible with similar liberty for others. Thus, by contrast with the long-term prospects for poverty and the environment, it seems virtually inconceivable that there will be any decline
in the need for eternal vigilance in defense of basic human rights. It is for this reason that our most
important obligation to future generations is to bequeath to them a “decent society” in which there is
respect for basic human rights, tolerance for differences in conceptions of the good life, and democratic institutions and traditions that enable people to sort out their inevitable conflicts peacefully and
free of fear of oppression and humiliation. 4
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Realization is finally settling in on the
fact that there wil be a
significant increase in the world’s
population with a projected trend for
even higher population densities in
coastal zones and attendant new
patterns of disease distribution that
foretell potential regional disasters
of epic proportions.

number of strong public statements about the importance of the oceans have been made, just in
the past year alone, by prominent U.S. national leaders in the fields of public policy, science and
technology, health, scientific exploration, and politics. One of these was made recently by
President Clinton:
“We must continue the critical dialogue that has begun and build together across party,
regional, economic, and other interests a comprehensive ocean agenda for the 21st century.”
Why all this attention now? What has changed? Well, the world has undergone staggering
changes over just the last 10-15 years:
 Economic might instead of military power has emerged rapidly as the driving force for
assuring our future national security and health as a nation.
 Potential threats of global warming and other climate change challenges are dominating the
debate among those who set our national research agenda.
 Realization is finally settling in on the fact that there will be a significant increase in the
world’s population with a projected trend for even higher population densities in coastal
zones and attendant new patterns of disease distribution that foretell potential regional
disasters of epic proportions.
With these and other powerful and dynamic factors at work, we asked ourselves five years ago:
Have we, the U.S. ocean science and technology policy-making community, done what we needed to
do to ensure the oceans are effectively engaged in bringing their impressive powers to bear on
improving the human condition? Are we satisfied that our community is properly positioned as a
cohesive force to be responsible and effective in addressing ocean-connected issues? Our answer was
a resounding no.
Within this context, then, and with the support of ten premier academic oceanographic institutions, including Columbia University, and several Federal agencies, we established the Consortium for
Oceanographic Research and Education (CORE). One of the first efforts CORE undertook was development and implementation of the National Oceanographic Partnership Program. CORE, now 60
institutions strong, took the lead in establishing for the first time, a formal program to coordinate
cross-cutting research requirements among the nine Federal agencies. This program was established
by an Act of Congress in 1996. Program oversight is provided by a National Ocean Research
Leadership Council (NORLC), currently chaired by the Secretary of the Navy, and includes a top official
of each participating agency.
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The program has had two specific impacts to date. First, it has brought about $125 million of
new and badly needed Federal appropriations and matching funds to ocean research. This is the first
major influx of new funds into the ocean science community in more than a decade. The new partnership
program has also forced discussion of ocean issues at the highest level of the Federal Government.
So, where are we now? As you know, we ended the International Year of the Ocean about one
year ago. Nations around the world celebrated, raising public awareness of the importance and fragility of the oceans and proclaimed their commitment to preserve this shared resource. As we
learned and marveled about the oceans, we also suffered globally from the effects of El Niño and its
La Niña, perhaps the single most dramatic phenomena to raise public consciousness of the oceans in
recent years.
In the U.S., the Vice President chaired the first ever White House Oceans Conference in the
summer of 1998. The Conference called together leaders from academia, industry, the Federal
Government, and the environmental community to discuss issues and opportunities in the oceans.
In terms of ocean research, several important themes emerged. The report of this White House
Conference, promulgated only a few months ago and entitled “Turning to the Sea: America’s Ocean
Future,” made 135 recommendations covering a broad range of concerns related to the various
themes of the Conference — economic benefits, global security, marine resources, ocean science
education, ocean research, ocean observations, and ocean and coastal exploration.

As founding president of the Consortium for

One of the most exciting new science initiatives included in these 135 recommendations, was
to create an integrated ocean observing system. This system would provide information necessary to
make quantum leaps in our ability to forecast, on longer time scales, regional weather and climate;
provide information on battle space environment for national security; better manage our fisheries;
greatly improve agricultural planning; and alert us early to ocean-driven human health threats. The
first interim plan for such a system was delivered to Congress in May of 1999 concurrently with a
letter signed by over 1,800 ocean-interested scientists that ended with the following plea:

administration, he chaired the President’s

“We, the undersigned, urge the U.S. government to commit to, plan, and implement a sustained national program of ocean observations, with funding and resources supplemental to those
currently available.”

1755 Massachusetts Ave NW,

To this end, we are working closely with the Congress and the Administration to help launch
the U.S. on a major new ocean observation initiative commencing in fiscal year 2001. If we are successful,
then the U.S. will be in a position to link up with many international partners who have been poised
for some time to join in such an endeavor.
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With the new millennium approaching, then, we can see progress being made in gaining new
and necessary understanding of our Earth and its oceans as a system. Activities like this Conference,
the 1998 International Expo in Lisbon, the U.S. National Ocean Conference last summer, the passage
and implementation of the U.S. National Oceanographic Partnership Act of 1996, the emergence of
many thoughtful studies from our prestigious National Academy of Sciences and the likelihood that
the U.S. will commit resources to field an integrated ocean observing system in collaboration with
international partners, all combine to add significant momentum to achieve much greater understanding of our greatest shared international resource. If we persevere in this endeavor, then there is
new-found hope that we will be successful in raising ocean science and technology to its rightful
place in national and international decision-making as we turn the corner into the next century. 4
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Living
with
Finite
Natural
Resources
Some slightly
paraphrased
sound bites

from Session Three
of the

State of the Planet
Conference.

Mikhail Gorbachev
Nature can live without us, but we cannot live without nature. We must promote an
approach in our dealings with the environment that reasonably limits consumerism while valuing the virtue of “enoughness.”

ACCEPTING TO LIVE
IN A FINITE PLANET

Marc Reisner
The 20th Century can rightly be called “The Age of Dams,” or even “The Age of Infinite
Liberty Taken with Planetary Hydrology.” And as Faustian bargains go, dams are in the same
league as nuclear power plants — ripe with readily apparent, short-term benefits that obscure
enormous, long-term costs.
William O’Keefe
I question the ubiquitous premise of limits that underlies almost any discussion of natural resources and the environment. We human beings have proven ourselves infinitely resourceful at pushing back the frontiers of external limits, and there’s no reason to think that will
change. As some bright person aptly put it, “The Stone Age didn’t end because we ran out of
stone.”
Jesse Ausubel
Humans, the tool-makers, keep inventing all the time such that limits are fleeting obstacles at most. Whenever we reach the boundaries of a niche in which we find ourselves, we simply
invent our way into a new, roomier niche. In this sense, the resources around us are elastic.
Alan Meier
The question, “Where does our electricity go?” is every bit as important as, “How is it generated?” The fact is, a growing percentage of it now leaks away through appliances not in use,
with surprisingly significant ramifications for the global environment.
Mike Crow
A cherished mythology of the modern world is that humanity’s collective creativity and
intellect can overcome any external obstacle. That may be true. But can we overcome the limits
to comprehension and cooperation within ourselves, which have resulted in many of the obstacles to environmental sustainability we now face?

[Editor’s note: The following letter was received from Mr. Gorbachev and read at the start of Session Three.]

I am honored to address this audience on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory of Columbia University, which has contributed in so many ways to scientific evaluation of
the environmental status of our planet. Unfortunately, I could not join you in person but my thoughts are with
you and I wish the conference very fruitful discussions.
Man has long thought of himself as the master of nature and felt that he could make use of it in any
possible way. As a result, the entire natural environment that evolved over billions of years, and which led to
the emergence of mankind and human society, is now under serious threat.
The environmental crisis is global: deforestation, desertification, natural resources depletion, and air,
water, and soil pollution. Mankind has the power to transform nature, to alter the biosphere with environmentally destructive technologies and to destroy the planet with weapons of mass destruction.
It is a fact that today only one-third of the world’s population enjoys good, normal or acceptable living
conditions whereas two-thirds suffer malnutrition, hunger, poverty and backwardness. This means that the
economic choices and way of life adopted in recent history have only served to lead us to a dead-end: a global
ecological crisis.
With the accelerated growth of the global population, which started at the beginning of this century
with 1 billion and will certainly reach 10 billion by the middle of next century, and the over-consumption of
natural resources, scientists all around the world will confirm that humanity is headed towards an unpredictable future.
Through these activities, mankind disrupts the global ecosystems to such an extent that irreversible disruptions can create extremely serious ecological and human catastrophes. It is still impossible to quantify
them exactly, but we cannot wait until then to undertake real preventive measures. For the first time in the
history of mankind, we are able to elaborate scenarios about the evolution of the planet which becomes real
forecasts based on scientific data and analysis. The knowledge of the planet’s physical limits gives new responsibilities to mankind, leading to deep social, economical, scientific, technical and political adaptations
The need to stabilize the pressure out on the biosphere by the growth in population and natural resources over-exploitation, does not mean stabilizing poverty and backwardness, which is what the global market
will do if left to its own devices. If we have a situation where only a few live at the expense of the many, we
cannot expect anything good to come.
As President of the Green Cross International, I believe one of the most important things is the shaping
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by William F. O’Keefe

of a new value system, because nature can live without us but we cannot without nature. Instead of a hedonistic approach, we should promote an approach that reasonably limits consumerism and which promotes the
virtue of “enoughness.” If we insist on consumerism as the new utopia, nature will reject such a system as
surely as cultural diversity rejected the totalitarian system. It is also a question of protecting nature for ourselves. After all, many of us already live in urban zones with noxious air; and already, one out of two people on
the planet have access only to bad quality water.
Some question the existence of such a crisis situation, but from knowledge of ecological problems I have
gained over the past few years it is important to state that this crisis really does exist. It represents a real danger for the survival of humankind. If we manage to settle the global ecological crisis and live in harmony with
nature, we can deal with other issues; if we fail to do so, it will be senseless to take up any other matters. This
is the number one problem for the next century and the centuries beyond.
We must learn to live at one with nature. Nature does not bear grudges but it must not be brought to the
point where it can no longer sustain human society and the continuance of humankind on earth.
Our generation has to face a difficult challenge but, as recent history has proved, walls of difficulty, like
the Berlin Wall, can fall. Let me wish to the participants of the State of the Planet conference a great success,
and Green Cross International, the global non-governmental organization that I represent, is always open for
cooperation in the future.

T

he first question for any panel on “Living with Finite Natural Resources" is the fundamental one:
Are natural resources really "finite" in any practical sense that affects the decisions that we as a
global society must make over coming decades or even centuries?
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I suggest that the answer to this question is “no.” Furthermore, I do this in full knowledge of
the Brundtland Report, which defined Sustainable Development as the ability of humanity “to ensure
that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.” I do not hesitate to embrace this statement as a moral standard, because applying
it to our current situation indicates that humanity is basically on the right track.
My view follows the path of the late Julian L. Simon, a buoyant optimist about the state of the
human condition at the end of the 20th Century (Wired magazine called him “The Doomslayer”)
whose death was a sad day for the cause of reason and rationality in public policy.
He was fascinated by this issue of the finite character of natural resources, and wrote a book
called The Ultimate Resource. This title referred to human beings and their intelligence, enterprise,
and creativity. Simon’s major point was that this resource is not finite. Human beings are infinitely
resourceful, providing that their social, economic, and political structures support human innovation
and enterprise.
Particular physical resources may appear constrained in the short term, but experience
demonstrates that people push back the limits. They find new supplies, they learn how to get more
out of what is available, or they substitute different resources for the shrinking ones.
There are numerous examples. The substitution of fiber optic cable for copper is an important
one. We once heard, after all, about the forthcoming “copper shortage.” Petroleum is another obvious example. Ever since the first well was drilled in 1859, we have been “running out.” All the while,
new techniques of discovery and recovery have kept expanding known reserves, which are now higher than anytime in history.
Oil is particularly interesting, because, unlike copper, which can be used over and over, it is
not recyclable. Burning it for energy uses it up. Thus, supplies of oil are by definition finite, if a long
enough time horizon is used, because their physical quantity cannot be unlimited. At some point the
human race may well wring the last drop of economical oil out of the last piece of shale.
This raises a profound question, which is: SO WHAT? We care mostly about oil only for the
energy it provides. There are other sources of energy. Energy efficiency will continue to improve. We
will find ways to harness solar energy that do not require us to pave the world with panels.
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Society will re-examine its strange phobia about nuclear fission. We may develop fusion. Fuel
cells are likely to become efficient and cheap. We might run out of oil; but we will not care because
we are in no danger of running out of energy.
To sum up, the title of this panel suggests that many natural resources are declining and
non-renewable, and that society’s task is to manage scarcity. I can think of none that meet these criteria, if we focus on the purpose served by a resource rather than on the resource itself. Given the
power of price signals, the extensive potential for substitution, and the accelerating wonders of
human intellectual capacity, it’s hard to imagine ever hearing of one.
I may not fear scarcity, but there are some real hobgoblins out there. The biggest is the
“finite resources” argument itself. Its end point could logically lead to a case for resources, so as to
preserve them for future generations. But who decides the rationing period, acceptable uses and
acceptable alternatives, and who bears the costs of those decisions? Can anyone honestly make the
case that some organizational arrangement will do a better job than the market?

The vision created by the finite resource argument
is based on rejection of human
history, compounded by a deeply ingrained distrust of technology and economic
rationality.

O

Also to be feared is the deadening hand of bureaucracy. Our reliance on command-and-control regulation is leading to intellectual stagnation. As a study by the Environmental Law Institute last
year noted, innovative environmental technologies are simply not being developed, due to a structure
of regulation that discourages them. This is ominous. A leash on human resourcefulness is crippling
and creates a self-fulfilling prophecy. Doomsayers assert: It’s a crisis! Let’s redouble our efforts. So we
get more of the ineffective policies that brought about the crisis in the first place. The market is
self-correcting; bureaucracies are self-protecting.

Our real responsibility to future generations is to avoid acting like shriveled misers, fearful
of spending a single coin from our treasure of natural resources, huddled in a gloom of self-imposed poverty. We owe it to them to take counsel from our strengths, not our weaknesses, and
from our hopes, not our fears. Only if we do this will the future will be bright, and their frontiers
be without limits. 4
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DAMS
and its Legacy

The Age of

ff all we have invented, done, and undone
during the twentieth century, little is of
greater, or more lasting, consequence
than a dam. Waterworks — dams and
aqueducts — were, of course, being built
long before our century dawned. An inverted,
pressurized siphon was found in the ruins of
Nineveh, the center of Assyrian civilization.
Bridges that conveyed aqueduct water to
Roman capitals still stand. A 110-foot Sri
Lankan dam built in 460 AD reigned as the
world’s highest dam for a millennium. The ability to manipulate water was, in ancient times,
almost synonymous with might and wealth.

The vision created by the finite resource argument is based on rejection of human history,
compounded by a deeply ingrained distrust of technology and economic rationality. It is devoid of
faith in both current and future generations of humanity. Were it implemented, it would cause the
catastrophe of poverty and blight that it purports to seek to avert. But the vision has political power,
and that is a source of deep concern.

In sum, I fear a combination of a flawed finite resources argument with the controlling hand of
concentrated political power, in which a fear of scarcity leads to politically imposed controls. Those
controls then sap the creative energies of society and choke off the resiliency upon which our destiny
depends. The crisis created by the controls becomes an excuse for even more controls. Major interest
groups both public and private spring up with a vested interest in the system that has developed, and
the spiral steepens. In the field on public choice this has been called the Bootlegger and Baptist theory of regulation.

by Marc Reisner

Our distant forebears built their waterworks with human and animal labor. We build
ours with machines that do the work of ten
thousand slaves, with refined materials and
engineering techniques, with infinitely more
wealth to finance the job. So the scope of water
development in this century, and its consequences — for better and worse — utterly
eclipse what the ancients achieved. Without
Hoover, Glen Canyon, and Oroville dams and
some of the longest aqueducts in the world, Los
Angeles would still be a collection of outsize
villages. The Bay Area — a deceptive place,
as dry as North Africa behind its exotic camouflage — and Phoenix, Las Vegas, Denver, and
Salt Lake City could not exist without complex
and massive waterworks.
Simply put, the twentieth century has
been the Hydraulic Century, the Age of Dams. It
was the Age of Levees, too. The Age of Infinite

Liberty Taken With Planetary Hydrology. There
never was — and I suspect, there never again
will be — an era of such gargantuan, and disruptive, civil engineering works.

Wallace Stenger, the late novelist and
western historian, opined that the Age of Dams
began not with the construction but the
destruction of a dam. On May 31, 1888, a privately-owned dam erected on a fork of the
Conemaugh River by the Pennsylvania Canal
Company failed during a series of tremendous
rainstorms, and the 50,000 acre-foot reservoir
— perhaps the largest in the world at the time
— wiped Johnstown, Pennsylvania and 2200
souls off the face of the earth. That historic
disaster convinced a lot of people that the private sector had no business building dams. And
that new prejudice led directly to the
Reclamation Act of 1902, which brought the
Federal government into the water-development
business. But the Federal agencies that would
build America’s largest dams — the Bureau of
Reclamation, the Corps of Engineers, the
Tennessee Valley Authority — did not hit their
stride until a cluster of historic events occurred
about a century later: the Great Depression, the
Dust Bowl, and the election of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt.
Early in Roosevelt’s second term, the
five largest edifices on Earth — Hoover
Dam, Bonneville Dam, Grand Coulee Dam,
Fort Peck Dam, and Shasta Dam — were in
various stages of construction at the same
time. Each great new dam was the envy of
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civil engineers from around the world — a
great many of whom were trained in, or by,
the U.S.

Yet it is remarkable how quickly the
Golden Age of Civil Engineers came and went
— in the U.S., at least. Hoover Dam marked
the true beginning of the Age of Dams. But just
half a century later, a catastrophic dam failure
— the collapse of the Bureau of Reclamation’s
Teton Dam in Idaho — quickly brought it to a
close. Teton Dam is an example of a dam that
shouldn’t have been built: a Congressional gift
to a small (but politically powerful) collection
of potato farmers who applied a hundred inches of water to their irrigated crop, but demanded more. It was a dam erected, over the strenuous objections of geologists with the USGS,
whose taxpayer-financed cost greatly outweighed any conceivable benefits. After Teton’s
collapse — which killed eleven people and
caused a billion dollars in damage — the politics of water development took a spinning turn.
Five months later, the U.S. elected Jimmy Carter,
the first president whose aim, it seemed, was
the same as that of most environmentalists: to
stop dam construction altogether.
In the American West, the last two great
federal dams were both completed at the end
of Jimmy Carter’s term, and both are in
California: the Bureau of Reclamation’s New
Melones Dam, the most controversial in U.S.
history, and the Corps of Engineers’ Warm
Springs Dam, a 320-foot behemoth on an aptly-named stream called Dry Creek. In the West,

with the exception of a couple of off-stream
reservoirs and rehabilitated dams, we have
done nothing mentionable since. It’s pretty
much the same throughout the U.S.. So now,
going into the next century, we inherit the
schizoid legacy of the Age of Dams: on the one
hand, a bold and visionary era, with great
social and economic benefits. On the other, a
shortsighted, politically corrupted, and, in environmental terms, endlessly damaging one.
The socio-economic benefits of water
development are undeniable. Even environmentalists acknowledge them. The problems created by water development are still under-valued,
and they will get worse. Here, in a nutshell, are
some of the big ones:
 the sedimentation of reservoirs on which
millions of people have come to depend;
 the ruin, through salt build-up, of millions of acres of once-fertile soil;
 the creation of cities in deserts where they
arguably shouldn’t exist, and then their vulnerability to earthquakes, which can destroy
aqueducts and cause dams to collapse;
 the stoppage of river-borne sediment and
the erosion of river deltas and ocean shorelines;
 the disappearance of world treasures like
the Aral Sea in Russia and Tulare Lake in
California, as the rivers that fed them are
diverted elsewhere;
 the collapse of great fish habitats, like the
Caspian Sea’s sturgeon and the Great Lakes’
lake trout;
 the insidious bio-accumulation of methylated mercury in water, fish, and ultimately
humans;
 the displacement of millions of people
from fertile river valleys;
 the rampant deforestation that accompanies
most dam projects in rainforest zones.
Solving a problem as complex, immense,

and expensive as this will be difficult. We cannot do so without sealing up the oil corridor
channels, taking down the Missouri River
dams, and breaching the levees — at least
south of New Orleans. The economic and social
repercussions would be awesome. But the economic and social repercussions of doing nothing are also awesome. For the next three or
four decades, until the Gulf of Mexico is at New
Orleans’ door and the tidal surge from a
Category 5 hurricane threatens to put that city
twenty feet under water, we can shove this
dilemma onto our children and grandchildren.
But there is one problem that must be
addressed immediately. In California, 80 percent of our salmon and steelhead populations
have been lost since the 1950’s. Every major
river draining the Sierra Nevada is now blocked
by dams, and the biggest, utterly impassable
dams are at low elevations keeping salmon
from their historic spawning habitat. Annual
spawning numbers, which were once in the
million-plus range, statewide, now amount to a
few thousand fish in the half dozen streams
where they survive at all.
In the Pacific Northwest, the situation is
worse. The Columbia River was once the most
prolific salmon watershed on Earth, with annual
spawning runs amounting to 15 million fish —
some of which went over a hundred pounds. It
is now about 7 percent of what it was.
How did the salmon crisis become so
critical? Well, for one thing, the effects of dams
tend to be both delayed and progressive.
Spawning populations slowly declined. Then a
drought episode really decimates them and they
have an awful time recovering because there is
too little spawning habitat left. But viewing the
situation more broadly, one is forced to conclude that the West’s frontier mentality has boomeranged and smacked us right in the face. We
had a pretty good idea, even decades ago, what
the environmental consequences of water
development would be, but we told ourselves
that there were always other rivers, other salmon runs, other wetlands — we couldn’t run
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through such abundance. Or we simply decided, in the end, that the tradeoff was worth it.
What no one foresaw in the forties and fifties
and sixties was an imminent, epochal shift in
public attitudes toward nature, which led to
legislation like the Endangered Species Act.
Now the public demands protection or restoration of species and landscapes and river-scapes. Few people appreciate how difficult
that will be without some sacrifice of water,
and, most importantly, some deconstruction of
the grand edifice we have built.
Thus far — in California, and also in
the Pacific Northwest — we’ve tried to solve
the dilemma mainly by sacrificing water or
hydroelectricity: by bypassing turbines or reallocating water, mainly from irrigation agriculture, to environmental needs. We’ve also built
hatcheries, which according to many biologists
is a Band-Aid approach that will ultimately
make things worse; we’ve installed fish ladders
and fish screens; we’ve even removed a few tiny
dams. But reallocation of water supply remains
the principal recovery strategy. In my view, it’s
a strategy that could ultimately backfire. In
California and especially in the Northwest, giving salmon and steelhead more water — but
not more spawning habitat — has improved
things only marginally, if at all. Also, reallocation is a zero-sum game with major losers, and
that is bad politics. If we’re serious about saving our salmon from extinction, we’ve got to try
something else. Several things, actually.
First, we have to expand the available
spawning habitat for our anadramous fisheries.
That means we must modify or demolish some
dams — not Shasta, not Grand Coulee, but a
number of small and antiquated dams that
offer minimal benefits (a smidgen of hydroelectricity) and perhaps a handful of fair-sized
dams that offer serious regional benefits and
whose removal or modification will be ferociously resisted by various interest groups.
For example, the removal of dams in
Washington, according to biologists, could
bring back a run of 350,000 salmon and steel-

head — with a sacrifice of only thirty megawatts of hydroelectricity. The Savage Rapids
Dam on Oregon’s Rogue River, which the
Bureau of Reclamation wants to remove, is
another. The local water board voted twice to
remove it only to be recalled (both times) by
its constituency; the Wise Use movement, which
abhors dam removal, is a potent force in that
part of the world.
At the same time, we have got to develop
new water supplies. We can’t let stringent
water-conservation mandates and farmland fallowing become the only strategies for meeting
new urban and environmental needs. Politically,
that just won’t work.
But water transfers — reallocation legitimized by capitalism — still aren’t enough. We
need new water storage — which doesn’t necessarily mean new dams. There are plenty of
opportunities to store water underground.
William Mulholland himself, the father of the Los
Angeles water system, was a great proponent of
that strategy, before he started building dams.
There is little that is radical about any of
these ideas. Since when is the market system
radical? There’s no law that says dams have to
be permanent. We can take them down if
they’re unsafe, so why can’t we take down a few
taxpayer-financed dams if they cause more environmental, social, and economic disruption
than they’re worth? We can store water, benignly, underground, in depleted aquifers; and we
can increase aquifer-storage potential through
conjunctive-use programs — where, say, a
water district foregoes some of its surface-water entitlement and sells it down-river during a
drought, then falls back on groundwater during
that period, and later, actively recharges the
aquifer when a wet cycle returns.
What has hamstrung efforts to inaugurate a modern water era in the arid West is
less a set of laws or rules than a concept that,
in my view, has been taken to an almost ludicrous extreme. Its name is consensus. It’s
become the mantra of the CalFed program,
which has been vested with great responsibili-

ty for both restoration and new water supply
in California. In the northwest, they seek consensus on salmon issues — but never find it
— from morning to night. Dams that, according to polls, the majority of people want to
remove, aren’t removed — because some
people remain opposed, and many modern
politicians are petrified of proceeding without
consensus. In California, it’s been the same
story with new water storage, even underground water storage.
The problem with consensus is that we
abdicate an ability to make anything happen
whenever an outspoken minority doesn’t want it
to. So we waste money on solutions everyone
can buy into, but which achieve little.
Consensus-seeking makes us all feels good. But
it is, in Margaret Thacher’s apt phrase, the
negation of leadership. It substitutes minority
tyranny for minority will.
More to the point, how was it that we
built so many dams? That we decimated our
salmon and dried up our waterfowl habitat?
Was there consensus? There was not. By
the fifties, when some of the most objectionable projects were yet to be built, there
was powerful opposition from fishermen
and hunters, conservationists, Indians,
ordinary citizens — even from conservatives who felt the federal government had
no business building dams in the first
place. But we built them anyway.
Most of us don’t want to lose our wild
salmon. Most of us want to restore some of our
wetlands. Most of us don’t want a totally regulated
Colorado River any more than our forebears wanted a totally unregulated one. We may even want to
stop New Orleans and southern Louisiana, the
greatest coastal wetlands on the continent, from
disappearing into the Gulf of Mexico.

Marc Reisner is best known as the author of
Cadillac Desert, which details the American
West’s ecologically disastrous dependence on
dams and aqueducts in pursuit of an “artificial paradise.” Cadillac Desert was made into
a four-hour
documentary periodically aired on PBS since
1997. Mr. Reisner also authored Game Wars,
the true story of an undercover wildlife agent
now due for production as a feature film, and
co-authored Overtappped Oasis, a prescription
for western water
policy reform. Co-founder with the Nature
Conservancy of the Ricelands Habitat
Partnership, he also consults with the Institute
for Fisheries Resources and the American
Farmland Trust, and is at work on a new

In the end, we need leadership willing to
take this country where it wants to go — not
where entrenched power and money insist it
stay. Serious leadership, more than anything, is
what’s missing in America today. 4
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by Jesse H. Ausubel

Resources Are Elastic

W

Knowledge, not more cropland or more timberland, is what now grows productivity,
and science and engineering are the most powerful forms of knowledge. They
demonstrate their effectiveness every moment.
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mals can invent new technologies, such as when
bacteria produce a new enzyme to dismantle a
sleepy component of their broth, then we face a
problem. New growth pulses suddenly pop up,
growing from the prior.
Homo faber, the toolmaker, keeps inventing
all the time, so that our limits are fleeting. These
moving edges confound forecasting the long-run size
of humanity. Expansion of the niche, the accessing
and redefinition of resources, keeps happening with
humans.
One of the greatest technological shifts was

The growth of human populations demonstrates the elasticity of the human niche, determined
largely by technology. For the homo faber, the limits
to numbers keep shifting, in the English case by a
factor of 10 in less than two centuries.
Now let me briefly scan two resources about
which we worry, farmland and forests. Is farmland
finite in any useful sense? For centuries, farmers
expanded cropland faster than population grew, and
thus cropland per person rose. When we needed
more food, we ploughed more land, and fears about
running out of arable land grew. But fifty years ago,
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The early English, islanders conceptually
similar to the bacteria in a petri dish, could not
directly expand their territory to support more people. In fact, by Roman times the English had already
cleared a large fraction of their land for crops and

ers who get cheap prices per hectare almost every-

Forests tell a similar tale. Forests are cut to
clear land for farms and settlements and also for
fuel, lumber, and pulp. In the rich countries, nevertheless, forests have re-grown in recent decades.
Since 1950 the volume of wood on American timberland has grown 30%, while European forests have
similarly increased in volume. In the U.S., the intensity of use of wood defined as the wood product consumed per dollar of GDP has declined about 2.5%

and falling wood demand should shrink the extent of
U.S. logging by half in 50 years.
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by Alan Meier

Reducing
Electrical
Leaking
to a
Trickle
Leaking electricity found in our
televisions, VCRs, garage door openers,
cordless phones and many other appliances has a
surprisingly large impact on the global
environment.
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what is
leaking electricity?
Electronics play an increasingly pervasive
role in home appliances and office equipment.
This is generally a good thing because the electronics help provide new features and amenities.
Electronic controls can also reduce energy use
by providing the services only when consumers
actually need them. On the other hand, these
electronic features often continue to consume
energy even while switched off or not performing their principal service. This phenomenon has
acquired several names, including “standby
power,” “standby losses,” “leaking electricity,”
“waiting electricity,” “free-running power,”
“off-mode power,” and “phantom loads.” The
leaking electricity found in our televisions, VCRs,
garage door openers, cordless phones and many
other appliances has a surprisingly large impact
on the global environment.

what appliances have
leaking electricity?
Figure 1 shows appliances with standby
power (the technical term for leaking electricity)
in American homes. The number of appliances
with standby power consumption is rapidly
growing both in number and diversity. An
appliance probably has standby power use if it
has any of the following features:
 It gets power from the mains through a
stand-alone power supply.
 It has a remote control.
 It has a soft touch keypad.
 It charges the battery of a portable device.
 It is warm to touch near the switch when
switched off.
 It doesn’t have an “off” switch.

A brief inspection of any home or office
will reveal many appliances having one or more
of these criteria. We conducted an informal
survey of homes and found that the average
upper-middle class house had eight appliances
with stand-alone power supplies. Many homes
will have over 15 appliances with standby
power consumption.
We (and our colleagues around the
world) have measured standby power use in
hundreds of appliances. In Figure 1, we also
show the minimum, average, and maximum
values for each appliance.
It is surprising to see the range in standby
for a single appliance. For example, compact
audio systems have standby varying from 1.3
watts to 28.6 watts. Some of the range is caused
by differences in features among the appliances; for example, certain audio devices have
larger and brighter displays than others. But
most of the variation arises from differences in
design and choice of components, resulting in
some units consuming four times as much
power to provide the same services as others.
Certain appliances also consume nearly as
much power while switched off as switched on.
Most television set-top boxes (also called
“cable boxes”) show nearly no change in
power between the two modes. We also found
several models of compact audio equipment
and VCRs with similar “on” and “off” power.
Where does the standby energy go? First,
it is important to realize that the components
providing the actual services, that is, the clocks,
sensors, displays, etc., typically consume only a
few milliwatts but the total standby power consumption may be a thousand times larger! Most
standby power is lost as heat by the transformer
(or power supply) converting the electricity
from
voltage
to aeven
lowerwhen
voltage.
powerthe
is mains
converted
to heat
thereSome
is

Figure 1

no load and further losses occur when supplying
the small amount of power needed for standby
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operations. Many appliances keep circuits
energized even when they are not needed, which
further adds to the losses.

global implications
of standby
The standby power use by an individual
appliance is typically very small, not more than
a few watts, but standby is significant because it
is a continuous consumption and because so
many appliances exhibit this behavior. The
average U.S. home has about 50 watts of standby.
This corresponds to 5% of the home’s total
electric bill.
There are over 100 million homes in the
U.S., so standby consumes roughly 5GW. After
accounting for transmission and
distribution losses and generation reserves,
standby is responsible for about 8 GW. This
corresponds to the output of 8 large power
plants. The true consumption is probably closer
to twice this number because the commercial
and industrial sectors also have equal amounts
of equipment with standby.
Standby power is probably responsible
for one percent of the world’s CO2 emissions.
This may seem like a relatively small amount
but the majority is consumed by appliances
that are switched off or not performing their
principal functions.

the future of
leaking electricity
An increasing number of new appliances
have standby power use. If no special measures
are undertaken, global standby power energy
use will gradually increase. This trend, along
with the global nature of the problem, has
spawned an international initiative to reduce
standby. The need to reduce CO2 emissions has
provided another reason. By reducing leaking
electricity to just one watt per appliance — a
trickle — global CO2 emissions could be
reduced by nearly one percent. 4
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technologies
to reduce standby
It is technically feasible to reduce standby
in most cases to below 1 watt per appliance.
This corresponds to roughly a two-thirds
reduction in today’s typical appliance. A 1-watt
target may not yet be economic in all situations
today, but the trend is in that direction. Some
appliances, such as certain cell phone chargers,
have already fallen below 0.5 watt.

by Michael Crow

Manufacturers are using new technologies primarily to decrease size of the charging units
rather than saving energy, so the extra cost may
not justify the energy savings. The greatest
improvements are likely to occur in the power
supplies. Recent innovations in the design of
power supplies, notably “switch-mode” technologies, have cut no-load losses to as little as
0.25 watts and maintained very high conversion
efficiencies at low power.
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sk any scientist to tell you about his research, and sooner or later the topic
of parameters will arise — the parameters of the problem, the solid ground
of what is known that implies constraints on what is unknown.
Mathematicians refer to these limits as “boundary conditions.”
René Descartes established the first boundary condition of modern science early in the 17th Century when he postulated, “I think, therefore I am.” It is
outward from this modest but powerful statement of individual certainty that science has carved the clearing of knowledge in which we now stand, considering
the state of the planet.
And what do we find ourselves talking about? Global warming, ozone
holes, pollution, overpopulation, deforestation and the rampant extinction of
other species – questions of sustainability. These are problems of our own making, byproducts of our success as the dominant species on Earth. The issue turns
out not to be the state of the planet so much as the state of us, and the collective
effects on the environment of our limits as human beings.
Outwardly, there appear not to be any boundaries to what humankind is
capable of understanding, conceiving, constructing, and attaining. Yesterday’s limit
is today’s hurdle is tomorrow’s forgotten bump in the road of progress. A cherished
mythology of the modern world is that our collective creativity and intellect can overcome any external
obstacle. That may be true, but can we overcome ourselves? It seems that during the 350 years since
Descartes himself ceased to think and be, we have made precious little progress in expanding our own
boundaries.
And so I propose this expression of the current state of our planet –
The dynamic, interactive system of complex biogeochemical cycles that constitute Earth’s surface environment is falling significantly and increasingly under the influence of a single, dominant
life-form. This life-form, notable for its ability to learn, reason, communicate, plan and act cooperatively,
nonetheless exhibits serious limitations in all these same defining characteristics. These limitations
render it a net threat to the future viability of life on the planet. What will happen depends on the
ability of this life-form to evolve past its limitations, both as individuals and as a species.
If we all disappeared tomorrow, or reverted to a world-wide population of a million or so australopithecines, the planet would readily recover from our presence in a blink of geologic time. But in
fact, the dodo is gone forever, while we are now more than 6 billion strong. Our inability to understand
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We are an inherently competitive species — competitive among
ourselves, with other species and with our environment.

If we all disappeared tomorrow,
or reverted to a world-wide
population of a mil ion or so
australopithecines, the planet
would readily recover from our
presence in a blink of
geologic time.

or even acknowledge our intellectual and organizational limits, and then create mechanisms to address
them, has placed our species’ dynamic and successful nature in direct conflict with Earth’s future.
The following summary of facts, drawn from William Clark (a contributor to this issue)
illustrates the kind and degree of our collective impact.
 We have caused the extinction of over 20% of Earth’s bird species.
 We have increased atmospheric carbon dioxide by about 30%.
 We are now consuming more than 40% of annual terrestrial production.
 We are diverting and using more that 50% of all freshwater runoff.
 We are now harvesting more than 60% of the total available marine fishery.
 We have increased atmospheric methane by more than 140%.

 Personal limits.
It’s a long list of seemingly intractable shortcomings. My attitude in airing them, however, is
not one of hopelessness, but rather optimism and purpose. As the saying goes, in recognizing one’s
faults lies half the cure. So although I don’t have solutions to offer, there is value in getting the ball of
self-awareness rolling. Here then are a few observations regarding the very human boundary
conditions that confront us.

socio-biological limits
We are an inherently competitive species of free agents – competitive among ourselves, with
other species and with our environment. This is not conducive to thoughtful cooperation or
environmental stewardship. We have difficulty in translating between group and individual risk, and
are limited in our capacity to think across generations. We have evolved a nomadic tendency of
solving problems by moving away from them, which is no longer viable.

 We have introduced more than 70,000 synthetic chemicals into the environment to date.
 We have doubled the rate of atmospheric nitrogen fixation.
 We have raised the sediment load in the world’s rivers by 5 times.
 We have increased the liberation of lead into the environment by 20 times.
 We have increased the overall rate of species extinction by as much as 1,000 times.
A sobering legacy for the future, but the truly incredible thing is that we’ve “accomplished” all
this, and more, with hardly a thought for the consequences of our actions. These are the largely
unintended effects of our success at colonizing the planet and manipulating the environment for what
we perceive to be our own benefit. And although the degree of these effects is due largely to our
burgeoning population, it lies within our power to drastically mitigate all of them starting tomorrow,
simply by agreeing collectively to do so.
What then stands in the way of prudent, moderating action? Precisely the limits of us — our:
 Socio-biological limits,
 Comprehension limits,
 Scientific limits,
 Socio-economic limits,
 Philosophical limits,
 Technological limits,
 Organizational limits, and
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comprehension limits
We are limited in our ability to comprehend questions of scale, large numbers, and the
cumulative effects of billions of people over thousands of generations. We cannot seem to
comprehend that our individual actions amplify into global consequences that we ourselves may not
perceive, and so the concept of sustainability remains foreign to us.

scientific limits
Our scientific culture is not outcome driven, but rather values knowledge for its own sake.
Neither is it stable, as it revolves around the always-uncertain-theory that will always be replaced.
Scientific knowledge and insight are controlled by a small, highly-educated elite. This elite is itself
characterized by cliques and factions that hamper communication between fields, and impede the
flow of scientific knowledge into other decision-making realms.

socio-economic limits
We have evolved no method for valuation that extends beyond a few decades, and generally
ascribe no inherent value at all to natural resources. We exhibit a strong and accelerating tendency
to organize ourselves into artificial and fundamentally unsustainable urban environments.

philosophical limits
We seem to be limited in our ability, or will, to acknowledge our role as the organism exerting the greatest effect on the environment, and with the greatest capacity to govern those effects.
Perhaps this is due to the lack of any comparative context. We are operating without precedent and
have no answer to the question, “Why are we here?”
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technological limits
We are in the throes of an historic, short-sighted dependence on “cheap” hydrocarbon power.
This addiction is at the root of many of our greatest environmental problems, and forecloses any real
progress toward alternative energy sources. We allow short-term market forces to make our technological decisions, and do not understand the law of unintended consequences. Thus the future is in
the hands of the low-bidder, who only cares about today’s artificial bottom line, and new technologies
are adopted with little consideration for their long term consequences. Technologically speaking, we
leap before we look.

organizational limits
Our science is composed of fragmented and disjointed fields of inquiry, populated by minimally adaptive knowledge-building enterprises that have difficulty storing, organizing, synthesizing, translating and transferring information. Our dominant world culture is organized on the tenets of shortterm consumerism, rather than long-term sustainability.

Michael M. Crow is Executive Vice Provost of
Columbia University and a Professor of
Science Policy. He directs the university’s
research enterprise, technology and innovation
transfer operations, the strategic initiative and

personal limits
We tend each to be governed by the overwhelming dominance of the illusion, and delusion, of
group understanding. We think that we understand what is happening, that at least somebody understands, and we are not humbled by the fact that we do not. And perhaps the most fundamental
human boundary condition of all is the finality of self. We are all inescapably governed by self-interest,
particularly immediate self-interest. When push comes to shove, with few arguable exceptions, what
matters most to anyone is “me, here, now.”
So, there are a lot of limits to us, a lot to think about and work on. I suggest that we get started, individually and collectively, as soon as possible, myself as much as anyone. That I say these
things neither makes me a saint, nor grants me special dispensation. As executive vice provost of
Columbia, I am a sinner and a consumer of the highest order, using up hydrocarbons and other
natural resources like there is no tomorrow.
More than once, I have been labeled a communist for my views – an elitist, totalitarian
communist at that. The concept of collective will and action, after all, carries justifiably strong
negative connotations in many circles. Yet that is what is necessary. How we achieve it, if we
achieve it, is up to us. A good start would be expanding our notions of self-interest beyond the
bubble of individual existence. 4
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concluding remarks

Dennis Mileti
A modern fallacy of our approach to dealing with natural hazards and disasters is that we can
use technology to control nature and make ourselves 100 percent safe. That is not true. What is true is
that we, not nature, are responsible for our own disasters because of how and where we choose to
develop the earth.
Rutherford Platt
The U.S. has evolved a disaster-response edifice of Byzantine complexity,
inefficiency and inequity — one which fosters the illusion that government will always underwrite the
financial risks of development in hazardous areas, while at the same time ignoring the fact that people
with the least at risk financially are, in fact, the most vulnerable to loss.
Brenda Bell
Perhaps it is a mistake to approach natural hazards strictly from the standpoint of risk to life
and property. Individual people will always be willing to accept those risks, knowing that the odds of
losing their personal gamble with nature are low.
Encho Gospodinov
The lack of political will, desire and imagination on the part of policy makers worldwide to recognize and address the threat of predictable natural catastrophes, which repeat themselves again and
again, condemns hundreds of millions of people each year to enormous suffering.

John Mutter
The need to build bridges of cooperation among the sciences, and close the chasm that separates
scientific culture from the rest of humanity, has become urgent, perhaps even
necessary to a stable and secure future. This conference represents a step in that direction.
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by Dennis S. Mileti

Disasters by Design

N

atural hazards and disasters are not a
problem that can be solved in isolation.
Rather, a disaster is a symptom of broader
and more basic problems that include narrow and short-sighted development patterns, cultural premises, and attitudes toward the
natural environment, science, and
technology. A way for people to take responsibility
for disaster losses, to own that humanity designs
future hazard losses through its daily decisions,
and to link hazard mitigation to sustainable
development is needed.

One problem is that many of the accepted
methods for coping with hazards have been
based on the idea that people can use technology
to control nature to make themselves totally
safe. What’s more, most strategies for managing
hazards have followed a traditional planning
model: study the problem, implement one
solution, and move on to the next problem.
This approach casts hazards as static and
mitigation as a positive linear trend. But events
during the past quarter-century have shown that
natural disasters are not linear problems that
can be solved in isolation. Another problem is
that some efforts to head off damages only
postpone them. For example, communities
behind levees may avoid losses from floods
those structures were designed to prevent. But
such communities often have more property to
lose when those structures fail, because additional development occurred that counted on
protection. To redress those shortcomings, a
shift is needed to sustainable hazard mitigation

which links natural resources management with
local economic and social resiliency, viewing
hazard mitigation in a larger context.

a new approach
to hazards
A shift in strategy is needed to cope with
the complex factors that contribute to disasters
in today’s — and especially tomorrow’s —
world. Here are the main guidelines for
improving our ability to mitigate hazards.
Adopt a global systems perspective. Rather
than resulting from surprise environmental
events, disasters arise from the interactions
among the earth’s physical systems, its human
systems, and its built infrastructure. A broad
view that encompasses all three of these
dynamic systems and interactions among them
can enable us to find better solutions.
Accept responsibility for hazards and
disasters. Human beings — not nature — are
the cause of disaster losses, which stem from
choices about where and how human development will proceed. Nor is there a final solution
to hazards, since technology cannot make the
world safe from all the forces of nature.
Anticipate ambiguity and change. The
view that hazards are relatively static has led
to the false conclusion that any mitigation
effort is desirable and will — in some vague
way — reduce the grand total of future losses. In reality, change can occur quickly and
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linearly. Human adaptation to hazards
non
must become as dynamic as the problems
presented by hazards themselves.
Reject short-term thinking. Mitigation as
frequently conceived is too short-sighted. In
general, people have a cultural and economic
predisposition to think primarily in the short
term. Sustainable mitigation will require a longer-term view that takes into account the overall effect of mitigation efforts on this and future
generations.
Account for social forces. Societal factors,
such as how people view both hazards and mitigation efforts or how the free market operates,
play a critical role in determining which steps are
actually taken, which are overlooked, and thus
the extent of future disaster losses. Because such
social forces are now known to be much more
powerful than disaster specialists previously
thought, growing understanding of physical systems and improved technology cannot suffice. To
effectively address natural hazards, mitigation
must become a basic social value.

fostering local
sustainability
Sustainability means that a locality can
tolerate — and overcome — damage, diminished
productivity, and reduced quality of life from
an extreme event without significant
outside assistance. To achieve sustainability,
communities must take responsibility for
choosing where and how development proceeds. Toward that end, each locality evaluates
its environmental resources and hazards, chooses future losses that it is willing to bear, and
ensures that development and other community
actions and policies adhere to those goals.
Six objectives must simultaneously be
reached to mitigate hazards in a sustainable
way and stop the trend toward increasing catastrophic losses from natural disasters.

among other factors, access to income, education, health care, housing, and employment, as
well as protection from disaster. To become
sustainable, local communities must consciously define the quality of life they want and
select only those mitigation strategies that do
not detract from any aspect of that vision.
Foster local resiliency and responsibility.
Resiliency to disasters means a locale can withstand an extreme natural event with a tolerable
level of losses. It takes mitigation actions consistent with achieving that level of protection.
Recognize that vibrant local economies
are essential. Communities should take mitigation actions that foster a strong local economy
rather than detract from one.

Maintain and enhance environmental
quality. Human activities to mitigate hazards
should not reduce the carrying capacity of the
ecosystem, for doing so increases losses from
hazards in the longer term.

Ensure inter- and intra-generational
equity. A sustainable community selects mitigation activities that reduce hazards across all
ethnic, racial, and income groups, and between
genders equally, now and in the future. The
costs of today’s advances are not shifted onto
later generations or less powerful groups.

Maintain and enhance people’s quality
of life. A population’s quality of life includes,

Adopt local consensus building. A sustainable community selects mitigation strategies

that evolve from full participation among all
public and private stakeholders. The participatory process itself may be as important as the
outcome. A long term, comprehensive plan for
averting disaster losses and encouraging sustainability can offer a locality the opportunity to
coordinate its goals and policies. A community
can best forge such a plan by tapping businesses and residents as well as experts and government officials. And while actual planning and
follow-through must occur at the local level, a
great deal of impetus must come from above.
Nothing short of strong leadership from state
and federal governments will ensure that planning for sustainable hazard mitigation and
development occurs.4

Dennis S. Mileti is Professor and Chair of the
Department of Sociology at the University of
Colorado at Boulder where he also directs the
nation’s clearinghouse for natural hazards
knowledge in the social and behavior sciences:
The Natural Hazards Research and
Applications Information Center. He has
recently completed an effort to assess the state
of the art in knowledge related to natural hazards and disasters in all fields that brought

Embrace sustainable development principles. Disasters are more likely where unsustainable development occurs, and the converse
is also true: disasters hinder
movement toward sustainability because, for
example, they degrade the environment and
undercut the quality of life. Sustainable
mitigation activities should strengthen a
community’s social, economic, and environmental resiliency, and vice versa.

together over 130 of our nation’s leading
experts.
Professor Mileti can be contacted at: Natural
Hazards Center,
Campus Box 482,
University of Colorado,
Boulder, CO 80309.
Phone 303 492 6818;
Fax 303 492 2151.
email dennis.mileti@colorado.edu
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orldwide, the insured and uninsured costs of weather-related disasters reached an estimated
record of $92 billion in 1998, according to Munich Reinsurance and the Worldwatch Institute,
more than 50 percent greater than the previous peak year of 1996, and more than the entire
decade of the 1980s. The toll is much higher when non-weather disasters are considered. The January
17, 1995 earthquake in Kobe, Japan caused more than $100 billion in damage, and over 6,300
deaths. In the U.S., Dennis Mileti and his colleagues at the University of Colorado at Boulder estimate
that “a conservative estimate of the actual average dollar losses from 1975 to 1994 is $500 billion, or
about a half billion dollars per week.” (Disasters by Design, Joseph Henry Press, 1999, p. 66).
Horrific as these numbers are, the real costs of natural disasters are much higher when indirect or “hidden” costs are considered. The economic toll of the 1994 Northridge Earthquake was
raised from $24 billion in documented costs to about $44 billion to include $20 billion in “hidden
costs” of deductibles absorbed by property owners and damage to uninsured structures. Business
losses not covered by insurance and social costs of family disruption are other forms of hidden
disaster costs. A recent study by the Heinz Center for Science, Economics, and the Environment in
Washington, DC, attempted to identify (without quantifying) the full range of overt and hidden costs
for Hurricane Hugo, which occurred 10 years ago, including business disruption, social costs to
individuals and families, and environmental costs to natural resources (The Hidden Costs of Coastal
Hazards, Island Press, 1999).
Response to natural disasters in the U.S. and elsewhere tends to be reactive, fragmented, and
costly. Over the past half-century, the U.S. Congress has created a legal edifice of Byzantine complexity
to respond to natural disasters. The federal disaster apparatus includes laws, agencies, programs, policies, and strategies, many of them intended to operate in “partnership” with state and local governments, nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector. Federal assistance is provided under
approximately 50 different laws and executive orders to households, businesses, farms, states, municipalities, special districts, and nongovernmental organizations. A wide range of financial strategies is
utilized including: direct grants to stricken communities and lower income families and individuals;
low-cost flood and crop insurance programs; low-interest disaster loans, federal public works programs, e.g., to rebuild beaches, highways, and remove debris; disaster unemployment benefits; mental
health and legal services: and federal income tax deductions for uninsured casualty losses.
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Since 1994, the Federal Emergency Management Agency has commendably tried to instill hazard mitigation into its disaster preparation and recovery programs. And since 1997 it has sought to
promote community sustainability through its “Project Impact” program. But these efforts are frequently stymied by the larger political process under which Congress and the President respond to
demands from constituents, local communities, and state governors for abundant federal assistance
on favorable terms without strings attached. The property rights movement of the past decade has
undermined the political will of government at all levels to restrict private development in hazardous
areas without compensation. Furthermore, building and rebuilding in areas known to be hazardous
are often inadvertently promoted by government itself. The federal tax code, in particular, rewards
real estate speculation, no matter how risky a site may be. And the availability of affordable federal
flood insurance, even along eroding coasts, fosters the illusion that government will always underwrite the financial risks of building in areas of obvious hazard. Several collateral public policy issues
concerning disaster assistance are briefly summarized below:
cross-purposes. Well-intended government programs sometimes undermine each other. The
vast array of federal spending and economic benefit programs such as highway construction, housing,
urban renewal, shoreline stabilization, and water pollution abatement may undercut the goals of hazard
mitigation by indirectly sponsoring development and redevelopment in areas of recurrent hazard. Even
within the arena of disaster assistance, certain government agencies may be funding rapid redevelopment even as others call for retreating from hazardous locations. Federal, state, and local authorities
also may conflict over the pace, location, and character of rebuilding after a natural disaster.
self-reliance.

In its 1995 report, the U.S. Senate Bipartisan Task Force on Funding Disaster
Relief charged that the federal government discourages state, local, and individual self-reliance by
offering federal disaster assistance too readily. This and other critiques raised the question as to
whether federal assistance in less-than-catastrophic events discourages states and local governments,
as well as private citizens and businesses, from providing for their own needs in routine, foreseeable
natural events. Of particular concern are benefits provided under the Federal Disaster Assistance Act
of 1988 (Stafford Act) pursuant to a Presidential disaster declaration. President Clinton has issued
declarations at record rates, averaging more than one per week in 1996, 1998, and 1999. Few would
quibble about the need for federal assistance in true catastrophes involving billions of dollars in losses. But heavy rain and snowstorms, flash floods, and simply “bad weather” now seem to be eligible
for the “Presidential Hug.” Some observers have charged that disaster assistance has become a new
form of political “pork barrel” to transfer federal resources to localities beyond the strict requirements of compassion and clear need.
cost sharing.

The Stafford Act specifies a 75/25 ratio of federal/nonfederal cost sharing of
disaster assistance costs under a Presidential declaration. But in at least 15 disasters during the
1990s, Presidents Bush and Clinton have raised the federal share to 90 percent (e.g. Hurricane Fran),
or even 100 percent (Hurricane Andrew). Federal cost-sharing has declined or vanished for other
sectors of public spending, such as wastewater treatment plants, parks and open space, and low
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The vast array of federal spending
and economic benefit programs,
such as highway construction,
housing, urban renewal, shoreline
stabilization, and water pollution
abatement, may undercut the
goals of hazard mitigation by
indirectly sponsoring
development and redevelopment
in areas of recurrent hazard.

income housing. Ironically, replacement of local
infrastructure that would not normally qualify
for federal cost-sharing may be eligible for a
75% federal grant if it is damaged in a declared
disaster. Furthermore, there is no limit to funding available for disaster relief: Congress has
repeatedly approved emergency “supplementary
appropriations” of billions of dollars to cover
the federal costs of particular disasters.

The federal government, and
particularly FEMA, are stil struggling to define, achieve,
evaluate, and improve their
efforts in hazard mitigation.
Despite abundant rhetoric, it
remains unclear what mitigation
really means, and who should
pay for it.

evaluation.

After 3 decades of the advent of the National Flood Insurance Program, 2 decades
since the formation of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and over 1 decade since
the Stafford Act, there has been no systematic effort to evaluate the effectiveness of various approaches to natural disaster mitigation. The federal government, and particularly FEMA, are still struggling
to define, achieve, evaluate, and improve their efforts in hazard mitigation. Despite abundant rhetoric, it remains unclear what mitigation really means, and who should pay for it.
The same applies, all the stronger, to the international arena. The International Decade for
Natural Hazard Reduction (the 1990s) has expired. Despite the formation of over 100 national committees in the response to the United Nations challenge in launching the Decade, it is unclear how
much hazard mitigation has actually been achieved worldwide. Clearly, population growth and international investment are exerting pressure to intensify development along coasts and estuaries, in river
lowlands, and on unstable slopes, including areas left vacant in earlier waves of development. The
extent to which the International Decade has influenced the location and durability of such new
growth is unknown.
property rights vs. the public interest.

The U.S. since the mid-1980s has experienced an
aroused “property rights movement.” Private property owners enjoy a certain measure of freedom
from governmental control under the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution which provides that
“ . . . no private property shall be taken for public use without just compensation.” This provision
has been interpreted through court decisions to apply not only to literal taking of property but also to
regulation of land use which is deemed excessive or arbitrary. On the other hand, the protection of
the public health, safety, and welfare requires that government be able to restrain “unreasonable”
use of private property through land use and building controls without paying compensation to the
owner. These two competing interests — private economic gain vs. public safety — have struggled
with each other throughout the 20th Century. While courts have generally upheld hazard area regulations, a highly publicized decision of the U. S. Supreme Court (Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal
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Council 112 S.Ct. 2886, 1992) held that denial of a state building permit on an eroding coast
required compensation to the owner. Whatever the legal significance of the Lucas decision as a precedent, it has undoubtedly cast a broad cloud over environmental and hazard area land-use
regulations in the U.S.
repetitive disaster losses. A 1998 study by the National Wildlife Federation found that 40
percent of National Flood Insurance payments were for repetitive losses to structures that had
received earlier payments, with total payments sometimes exceeding the value of the structure. This
was attributed in part to a failure to enforce FEMA requirements concerning “substantially damaged”
structures. At Oakland, California, 3,300 homes were destroyed by a 1991 wildfire in an area subject
to repetitive fires. Furthermore, the dangerous Hayward Fault lies a few hundred yards downslope
from the burned area. Nevertheless, the site has been substantially rebuilt with even larger homes.
Coastal homes similarly are rapidly replaced after hurricane damage, as in North Carolina after
Hurricane Fran in 1996.

National policy thus needs to address the elimination of repetitive losses to the same buildings
and sites. Building more strongly, as in earthquake retrofitting and elevation of coastal structures, is
promoted by FEMA. But forbidding any rebuilding in areas of clear and continuing risk is sometimes
the only reasonable policy although government officials are loathe to do so. While politics drives the
disaster assistance program, it should not be allowed to deter necessary adjustment of settlement
patterns and infrastructure to eliminate vulnerability.

Rutherford Platt is Professor of Geography
and Planning Law in the Department of
Geosciences at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, where he specializes in land and
water policy issues. He also holds a J.D. and is
a member of the Illinois Bar Association. Dr.
Platt has authored several books, including
Disasters and Democracy: The Politics of
Extreme Natural Events, Land Use and Society

Federal disaster benefits available to victims of U. S disasters, on the whole, are
directed towards individuals with economic assets at risk. The National Flood Insurance Program
covers losses to insured structures and their contents due to floods. While tenants may purchase contents insurance, most coverage under the NFIP protects real estate owned by the policy holder.
Similarly, Small Business Administration low-interest disaster loans are extended to individuals and
businesses who demonstrate the ability to repay them. Most forms of disaster assistance are not
needs-based, except for limited grants to low-income victims.

and The Ecological City.

The moral for both U. S. and international disaster policy-makers is that the commendable goal of “making people whole” after a disaster may result in very different sets of benefits
being offered in relation to the recipient’s socioeconomic status: The more you have at risk, the
more you are eligible to receive from the government after a disaster. This policy ignores the reality
that the less you have, the more you may suffer from disaster in terms of personal, emotional,
social, and economic impacts. In other words, those with the least resources are the most vulnerable to natural disasters. 4

email platt@geo.umass.edu

social equity.
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by Brenda Bell
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Though mistakenly perceived as
strictly local phenomena, landslides may be the most widespread
geologic hazard on Earth. Their
necessary components are simple:
gravity, steep slopes and unstable
sediments, all of which abound in
the Earth’s temperate zones.

Robert L. Shuster, USGS
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In October, 1996, it
began raining in the Pacific Northwest
as it does every fall. But that year it never
seemed to stop. Odd things began to happen.
Houses slid down hills, avalanches of mud
descended upon railroads and highways.
Pipelines broke when
sodden soil shifted. The Earth was falling apart
all over the Seattle area. Yet people seemed to
shrug off these events as isolated, freakish,
almost amusing occurrences.

The public mood changed after January
19, 1997. Early that morning a mudslide
destroyed a house and killed a family of 4 at
Rolling Bay, a beachfront community on an
island near Seattle. Geologists call avalanches
of this sort debris flows; they move with terrific
force and without warning. This one took only
3 seconds. I thought about those 3 seconds a
lot, for our teenage daughter had been babysitting in the house only a few hours before it was
flattened by the slide.
That afternoon I stood in the rain at
Rolling Bay as the bodies were being dug from
the mud and wondered how such a thing could
happen. There was ample evidence of previous
landslides up and down the beach — here, a
road blocked by mud; there, a house tagged
“unsafe to occupy.” We had lived on the island
for years — why hadn’t we known how unsafe
this beach was? And why did people persist in
staying here when signs of danger were all
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around them?

I began asking these questions as
a mother, but wound up seeking answers as a
journalist. The result of that research appeared
in The Atlantic Monthly as “The Liquid Earth,”
an examination of the landslide hazard issue. In
that article the tragic scene at Rolling Bay
becomes part of a larger, more complex picture that includes the public’s general failure to
apprehend natural Earth processes and the
risks they pose; the underfunding of programs
dealing with landslide hazards, and the difficulties in crafting effective land-use policies those
hazards require.
Though mistakenly perceived as strictly
local phenomena, landslides may be the most
widespread geologic hazard on Earth. Their
necessary components are simple: gravity, steep
slopes and unstable sediments, all of which
abound in the earth’s temperate zones. Though
slides can be triggered by volcanic eruptions
and earthquakes, the most common cause is
simply water, in the form of intense rainfall,
snowmelt or river flow. Much of the West Coast,
with its crumbling mountain ranges and exposure
to Pacific storms, is ideal debris flow habitat.
But landslides of one sort or another occur in
every state; in fact, the unlikely cities of

Pittsburg and Cincinatti incur some of the highest landslide costs in the U.S.
Slides cause greater loss of life and
property than is generally realized, especially in
Third World countries. Most victims of the
1998 earthquake in Afghanistan were killed not
by the quake itself, but by collapsing hillsides.
Hurricane Mitch in Central America set off one
million mudslides. And there’s evidence that the
earth is slipping more often, thanks to
encroaching development in vulnerable areas,
deforestation and severe weather events linked
to global climate change. California normally
suffers $100 million in slides each year; in
1998, an El Niño year, the losses came to
$1 billion. Almost none of it was insured.
On the island where we live, landslide
insurance is now impossible to obtain anywhere it may actually be needed. But it will take
more than a lack of insurance to keep people
out of places like Rolling Bay. For starters it
will take detailed landslide hazard maps correlated with rainfall predictors and backed up
with a large dose of political will. Unlike earthquake fault zones, landslide hazard zones are
relatively narrow and easy to avoid. No one
predict can when a slide will occur, but the
right maps can show exactly where the unstable
slopes are. Mathematical models can then predict with reasonable accuracy which rainfall
events will create ground moisture conditions
conducive to landslides. The most extensive
slope mapping project in the country is now
underway in Seattle, and the U.S. Geological
Survey is seeking $20 million in new funding to
map more cities. It’s a bold move for an agency
whose entire landslide hazard program limps
along under a $2.5 million budget.
We gravitate to the edges of things — of
rivers and oceans, canyons and hilltops. They
are beautiful places to live, we pay dearly for
them, and that investment is hard to walk away
from. When bad things happen, we quickly for-

. A geologist in Santa Cruz, California, where
get
dozens of people perished in debris flows in
1982, says our collective disaster memory goes
back only two years. At Rolling Bay, where
landslides killed four people and destroyed or
badly damaged seven homes, there is now talk
of bulldozing the remaining houses — and
building condominiums in their place.
What are the lessons to be learned here?
The most obvious one is that the Earth is a
more dangerous place than we realize. “We all
live with risks,” says UC Berkeley geomorphologist Bill Dietrich. “But we have some sense of
those risks. Most people have no sense of the
landslide risk.” Japanese children learn in
school how debris flows work; we have a
responsibility to educate ourselves about these
natural systems. And surely we can find the
money to allow science to help us learn to live
with them. Cities and communities need laser
altimetry topographic maps to show exactly
where landslide hazards are and where landuse restrictions are needed. They also need
more landslide warning systems like the one
the USGS developed in the Bay Area but cancelled
for lack of funding — a mere $50,000 a year.

Brenda Bell is a journalist and essayist, Ms.
Bell has published articles in National
Geographic, The New York Times, Los
Angeles Times Magazine, Utne Reader,
Bellingham Review and others. Of
particular note is her article, “The Liquid
Earth,” published in the January 1999 issue of
The Atlantic Monthly and addressing the general failure of government in dealing with
landslide hazards. This failure, Ms. Bell contends, “raises troubling questions about our
awareness of the most elemental Earth processes, our relationship to the Earth, and human
nature itself.”
Ms. Bell can be contacted at:
648 Annie Rose Lane,

Perhaps we make a mistake when we
approach any natural hazard strictly from the
standpoint of risk or economic loss. People will
always be willing to take extraordinary risks,
knowingly or unknowingly — and statistically
their chances of losing that gamble in their lifetime may be small. Instead we should approach
these hazards from a position of profound
respect — not for the awful destruction they
wreak, but for the life our physical world
makes possible, and all the marvel that life
contains. Natural hazards aren’t unsettling
events that happen every now and then. They’re
always happening, somewhere, all the time. It’s
the way the Earth breathes. How we deal with
that comes down to how we choose to live on
this Earth — and as we are constantly being
reminded, we can and do choose. 4
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by Encho Gospodinov

Living with Natural disasters:

I

A View from the Field

n the early hours of that hot August 1999 day the
phone of the Head of the Bulgarian Red Cross
Rescue Service, Mr. Pencho Babukchiev, “got
red and almost melted” as he described the situation after many urgent calls from Ankara, the
Turkish capital. The first of a series of strong
earthquakes that hit Turkey during the second half
of 1999 made the Turkish Red Crescent Society
ask for help from its neighbours.

And it came. The Bulgarian Red Cross
rescue teams, with proper equipment and sniffing dogs, left Sofia within hours after the plea
for help from the disaster-stricken area. It was
nothing new for them: they have done it before
in Armenia, Macedonia, and other neighbouring countries, saving people under the rubble,
hit by floods, snow avalanches or technological
disasters. Days later, both countries’ heads of
state received the teams as heroes for what they
had been able to do.
But this is not the end of the story. What
stays behind this success is a combination of
factors and strategies, involving scientific circles, the International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Society’s HQ in Geneva, the
vision of the American Red Cross and the experience of the Red Cross Societies in the Balkan
region to cope with many natural and man-made
disasters. As Assoc. Prof. Stefan Gladilov,
Secretary General of the Bulgarian Red Cross
put it: “The more you suffer, the more you
learn.” It is not a secret that the Balkan area is

All this might sound a bit like “humanitarian propaganda,” but this is true: the Red
Cross Movement, together with its founder
Henry Dunant has four (4) Nobel Peace Prizes
and unlike many other newly born charities
continues to work quietly, focusing on the most
vulnerable people wherever they might be.

But again, this is not the full picture. The
field experience tells my colleagues and me that
in this “global village” today no one can work
in isolation. Coping with natural disasters
means new types of co-operation between the
academic world, the government institutions
and both the humanitarian (not-for-profit) and
corporate sectors. All those 4 players must get
even closer and work out strategies, which will
make field operations much more efficient,
dynamic and less expensive. The role of scientists is crucial since there are new elements and
trends in today’s climate changes, socio-economic cataclysms and the ability of the other 3
players to work closely in both disaster preparedness and disaster relief.
According to Dr. Peter Walker, Director
of Disaster Policy at the International Federation
HQ in Geneva and one of the driving forces
behind the famous annual World Disasters
Report, what is much needed today is “further
development of response mechanisms that are
rapid, flexible and effective in response to the
most vulnerable.” This means finding a new
common denominator among the players men-
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historically known as a disaster prone area
challenging for decades the academic world,
the local governments and the Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies in the region.
When a disaster strikes, very often the
first humanitarian power to act in the field is
the Red Cross system. The reasons? Partly
because of its history: since 1863 the Red Cross
(and later the Red Crescent) Societies proliferated throughout the world and started assisting
millions of people in need every year in times
of natural and man-made disasters and military
conflicts. Today the Geneva based International
Federation, which unites 176 National Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies from all continents, is the biggest humanitarian network
with some 300,000 professionals, over 100
million volunteers, spending annually more
than 20 billion USD on humanitarian assistance
to more than 200 million people worldwide.
The other reason is that the Red Cross has
its structure practically in every country in the
world. This enables it to act swiftly through its
professional and voluntary teams before and after
the disaster strikes. Its services are much cheaper
due to the voluntary work compared with those of
the government agencies and UN structures. That
makes the Red Cross a desired partner and implementing arm for many other agencies which do
not have field structures or experience — or
which do not want to create parallel programs
and bodies to those of the Red Cross.

tioned above, combining scientific knowledge
with field experience and operational power.
The other lacking element today, based
on what I have experienced in Armenia
during the fatal quake in 1988, followed by
various tragedies in Romania, Bosnia,
Mexico, Greece, Poland, etc., is the synergy
between the international and domestic disaster preparedness plans. According to my colleague, Dr. Peter Walker, “There is an urgent
need to establish or update national disaster
preparedness plans which incorporate linkages to international systems of disaster
response, and have clearly defined and
agreed roles and responsibilities for the
national independent disaster response organizations.”
This means that all local and international players have to further harmonize their
working plans and budgets, to avoid unnecessary duplications which we still see today in the
field, to combine effectively their experience
and human resources, to make better use of
donors’ money without competing for the same
“part of the funding cake.” At the same time,
the governments should accept the unique role
of the international organizations and make
better use of their rich experience. On their
side, both governments and NGOs should constantly pay attention to what the scientists say.

Had this been the case, at least part of the
December 1999 tragedy in Venezuela could
have been averted. The weather forecast was
clearly warning the authorities that the rain
might cause severe damage.
In its recently adopted Strategy 2010, the
International Federation puts disaster preparedness and disaster response as 2 of its 4
major priorities for the next decade. And if
more that 300 million people are affected every
year by natural disasters and if more than 90%
of the victims are in the developing countries,
the message to us is very clear: invest more in
disaster preparedness well in advance, train
both local residents and the authorities for the
(disaster) day, listen to the academic world,
think globally and act locally. As the Roma
(Gypsy) people in Central Europe say: “Get
ready for the Winter, and if the Summer
surprisingly comes, so much the better."
Why then did I start with the Bulgarian
Red Cross rescue team story? Because it illustrates how a relatively small domestic humanitarian unit, supported by the Federation HQ
strategy and funded by the American Red Cross
was able to play an important international life
saving role. These people were not heroes: they
just did their professional humanitarian duty
combining knowledge, experience, vision, and
government support under one well known
logo: Help cannot wait. 4

Mr. Gospodinov is head of the New York
Delegation at UN, International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies. A native of Bulgaria, he previously
served the IFRC in eastern and central Europe
as both the Regional Information/
Dissemination Delegate and Head of the
Regional Delegation. Mr. Gospodinov holds a
Master's in Journalism and maintains particular interests in history, sociology, western
European and American literature, political
science and TV journalism. He was named
Bulgarian Journalist of the Year in 1985.
Mr. Gospodinov can be contacted at:
The International Federation of Red Cross &
Red Crescent Societies,
630 3rd Ave, Suite 2104,
New York, NY 10017.
Phone 212 338 0161;
Fax 212 338 9832.
email redcross@un.int

The field experience tells my colleagues and me that in this “global vil age” today no one can work in isolation. Coping with natural
disasters means new types of co-operation between the academic world, the government institutions and both the humanitarian (not-forprofit) and corporate sectors.
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by John Mutter

The I
Snovian
Disjuncture
and the
State of
the Planet

think it is fair to say that when the organizers of the State of the Planet Conference first put
together an agenda, it was not universally well received. Our idea was to gather together some of
the world’s leading natural scientists, scholars and opinion leaders from many intellectual
domains (some very distant from the Earth sciences) and have each provide a unique perspective on the condition of the planet that sustains our existence. The issue of concern, of course,
was the one that C.P. Snow identified in his famous Rede Lecture of 1959, “The Two Cultures and the
Scientific Revolution.” What we were told was that we were mixing oil and water — that putting
together thinkers from the physical sciences with those from social sciences, the humanities, and the
liberal arts and expecting anything worthwhile to come of it was a dream. No doubt Baron Snow of
Leicester would have thought it would never work either. But now, 50 years after the birth of LamontDoherty Earth Observatory and 40 years after the Snovian disjuncture was illuminated, and on the eve
of the new millennium, we very much felt that the need for the gulf between these two intellectual
domains to be bridged had become urgent and we needed to start to build that bridge.
The need arises because the future of society as we know it today on our planet may
depend on it. I appreciate that may sound overly dramatic, but consider the following: In the closing
moments of the 20th century, we have heard Wally Broecker suggest that the present day climate in
which our society emerged is unusually warm and stable. For most of the last several hundred thousand years, the earth’s climate was cold and highly unstable. The temperature record from the
Greenland ice cores is a stunning icon of our time that proclaims that we are living in a climatic
aberration. As active agents in this environment we are well capable of unintentionally destabilizing
the life-sustaining ether around us. The very fact that there is debate between Jim Hansen and Dick
Lindzen about whether human activity has caused global warming implicitly acknowledges that
human activity can modify the climate. In the most alarming scenarios, we might even send the planet
back into a very hostile, very cold state. Apart from inconvenience, a rapid change to a cold state
would bring huge global disruption as crop producing areas would dramatically shift. A resource
rich country could well become resource poor in a couple of decades. It took only 3 successive
drought years (together with some extremely bad farming practices) to create the Oklahoma Dust
Bowl, which led to the largest internal population re-distribution in the U.S in the 20th century. The
ability of society to re-adjust to a new rapidly developed cold climatic phase is unknown and the
potential for deadly conflict arising over greatly diminished resources is very plausible.
If humankind’s activities are putting our planet at risk, and many scholars from a wide range
of disciplines believe we are doing just that, we can be sure of two things. One is that the natural sciences must provide the key role of understanding the physical processes that cause the risk and must
estimate the magnitude. The second is that we have come to realize that scientists cannot simply
sound a warning and expect Congress or society at large to listen and take action. The authority of
scientific statements is not absolute. Mitigating the risks associated with human interaction with Earth
processes will require changes in human behavior. Effecting such changes is well outside the realm
of the natural sciences, requiring intellectual domains that deal with the human condition.
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It is not difficult to conjure up any number of other disturbing scenarios. We have built great
centers of commerce and culture in geologically active settings where cities can be lain flat by earthquakes that our science still cannot predict. The recent tragedy in Turkey is a timely example. Human
activity does not normally cause earthquakes (the filling of large dams is an important exception),
but we are responsible for the associated tragedy because we populate areas subject to earthquakes.
Even if we had reasonable prediction skill, how would society react to an announced date (with statistical uncertainty) on which an earthquake was to happen? Would that rid the world of unscrupulous builders and government officials who erect dwellings built to kill in earthquake-prone areas?
Similar remarks could be made about volcanoes. Generally, we know approximately when a volcano
will erupt, but not how large the eruption will be. Mt. Rainier, just outside Seattle, is a volcano that is
in many ways very similar to Mt. Saint Helens. While the damage from the Saint Helens’ eruption was
immense, the loss of life was low because the surrounding areas were relatively unpopulated. Not so
for Mt. Rainier where the growth of Seattle has put many people at risk from even a modest eruption
– and how would a warning be handled? How would a large population be moved perhaps a month
before an eruption of unknown size was to occur? Is it possible to somehow discourage people from
living in harm’s way in the first place? These are not questions for seismologists or volcanologists.
They are questions that can only be answered by those who deal with human behavior along with scientists who understand the risks.
We can now predict the phase of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) to what we say is a
useful skill level. This is a huge scientific achievement, one of the singular contributions to climate
science of this century. But what does useful skill mean? A 90% consistency in forecasting accuracy
may seem useful in probabilistic terms, but it is not really useful until we learn how to take advantage
of that skill to mitigate the economically harmful effects of extreme events. We are just learning how
to do this now at the International Research Institute for Climate Prediction, located on Lamont’s
campus, where climate scientists work together with social scientists to advance forecasting capability
and develop tools that allow those forecasts to be effectively used in countries that suffer economic
disruption and human suffering when unprepared for the extremes brought on by the events.
We know that every inch of our planet’s surface biosphere has been touched by human activity. Even those parts that may appear to be natural are that way because we allow them to be.
Ecosystem fragmentation and biodiversity loss in a world where population climbs exponentially
could harbor serious consequences for life on our planet. And if that’s true, and ecologists tell us it
is, then reversing the loss and rejoining the fragments (if that’s even realistic) requires the management of human activity — not one of the disciplines of the natural sciences. Finally, the future will
surely see clean water become scarce. Hydrologists can tell us just how clean and just how scarce,
but managing a planet with scarce clean water is a challenge for policy makers globally.
As Joel Cohen has observed, at the end of this century all of the things we used to be able to
assume about drinkable water, breathable air, and the many other natural assets that sustain life on
the planet, can no longer be assumed. Securing the health of society in a world where the usual
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Mitigating the risks associated with
human interaction with Earth processes
wil require changes in human behavior.
Effecting such changes is well
outside the realm of the natural
sciences, requiring intellectual domains
that deal with the human condition.

T

he mission of the Columbia Earth Institute is to create the knowledge base, educate the
leadership and citizenry, and help develop the innovations that wil enable us to become
wise stewards of our planet. The Institute brings together researchers and other experts

from the physical, biological, and social sciences to find ways to better understand the Earth
assumptions have failed — where humankind is too often desperately unhappy and near death — is
an issue of monumental complexity but prodigious importance and grave urgency.

John C. Mutter is Director of Research and

In the last half of the century, humankind has made a critical passage from tenants on the
earth, occupying space that nature provided, to both
tenant and landlord. We are now part of the earth system in every conceivable way. Our effect on the
planet has become “geological” in scope and magnitude. We have become “geology.” The ramifications
of this transition from disengaged observer and experimenter, to one who is part of the experiment
is a culture shock that echoes around the academe.

Observatory, as well as a Professor of Earth

All of this suggests to me that Baron Snow’s chasm must be crossed because the need to cross
it has become urgent. Until now there has been no real need to bridge the divide — now there is.
The natural sciences must strive to learn all there is to know about the way the Earth functions, from
its inner core to its outer atmosphere, in all its wondrous complexity. Everything counts, everything
matters. But to understand, predict, and manage those components of the Earth system that sustain
life, which humans modify through their activity, and which present risks to our society, the natural
sciences must develop a true union with the social sciences and humanities. We recognize that the
two epistemic cultures are utterly different; their methods and styles of knowledge construction and
the metrics by which knowledge is valued exist in completely different spaces. But I believe those
spaces must be merged because the solutions we require do not lie exclusively in one or the other.
The poet’s voice will need to be heard along with the scientist’s quantified caution.

In addition to having written a number of

I will close with a single, simple thought. Although our planet may seem vast and robust —
and it surely is, under the actions of any single individual — when it is subjected to the actions of 6,
8 or 10 billion people, it is a fragile place. We need to understand it completely and in its entirety
through research in the natural sciences. At Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, we have just completed 50 years of doing just that — and we plan to continue in that mode in the new millennium.
But we also need to learn how to treat the planet well through science coupled to social process.
We have spent 50 years attempting to understand the natural world — the “acts of God.” Now we
will tackle the more challenging task of understanding the actions of humans. This represents a new
challenge for the Observatory, but one that we must accept, for if the planet were to break in our
hands, I don’t think we would know how to fix it. 4
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as a complex web of interconnected Earth/human systems.
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She leans a little in the wind. As if she were a mariner.
The earth and its heated atmosphere, its cargo
Of everything alive, is swimming in a sea we hardly understand...
from the poem State of the Planet by Robert

Hass
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